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Identifying the legacies of European rule is fraught with conceptual and method- 
ological periis. 1 construe colonialism narrowly as control of a territoryk public 

sector by a metropole. Instances in which informal influence was exercised apart 

from formal governance are not considered. I focus on what Europeans did in trying 

to carve out and consolidate dominant positions for themselves. if one broadened 

the definition of colonialism and equated it with westernization or modernization, 

its impact would be considerably greater than claimed here. Rut so many things 

would have been tossed into the causal side of the equation that sorting out which 
aspect of ivesternization had which effects would become an unmanageable opera- 

tion.: Likewise, if one considered everything that occurred during the colonial era, 

including responses and initiatives of colonized peoples, the independent variable 
would be too comprehensive and complex to generate meaningful cause-effect state- 

ments. It is more appropriate, for instance, to treat anticolonial nationalism as a 

significant legacy of colonialism than to regard the two as part and parcel of the 

To assert that colonialism had consequence X or Y is not to claim that it is the 

only cause of X or Y. Indeed, a safer assumption is that outcomes noted here were 
shaped by many factors. Clearly, the greater the time gap between the end of colonial 

rule and events or patterns one wants to explain, the less plausible the claim that 

colonialism was the soie or even principal cause. The colonial impact on today's 

world is more obvious and direct for phase 5 states than for those gaining indepen- 

dence in phase z. Effects on the latter have been filtered through personalities, events, 

and trends in postindependence decades that had little or nothing to do  with the 

time when Europeans were formally in charge. 
No one can confidently assert what kind of world would have emerged had 

Europeans notprojected power to other continents. To identify legacies of empire is 
implicitly to contrast what occurred in modern world history with speculation about 

r EnitedKations 
aaructional Resources 
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CONSEQUENCES OF EUROPEAN OVERSEAS RULE 

what would have happened in the absence of empire. Different scenarios orthe likely attitude to 
course of counterfactual history account for many of the differences in people's 

assessments of European rule. Counterfactual thinking is inherently contestable. But 

can efforts to account for the past do without it? "We can avoid counterfactuals only 

if we eschew ail causal inference . . . :' assert Philip Tetlock and Aaron Relkin. 

"Everyone [carrying out historical analysis] does it and the alternative to an open 

counterfactual model is a concealed one."' Where appropriate, assumptions about 

alternative pasts are made explicit rather than concealed. 
European rule affected more than colonies. It helped shape Europe's own 

development and eventually influenced worldwide patterns of thought and action. 

Propositions about each of these categories are arranged in the same sequence: 

impacts on society, politics, economics, religion, culture, and psychology. References 

to politics, economics, and religion parallel the analysis of the triple assault. munities iii 

IMPACTS O N  COLONIZED PEOPLES AND TERRITORIES 

-European rule led to large-scale redistributiorls of the world's peoplrs. The populntion 

of rizar~y colonies-and of  their rzess-slate successors-was far more racially and cultur- 

ally diverse than in precolonial limes. colonies ahoi 

Prior to the fifteenth cen:ury all or almost all inhabitants ofa  given continent multiraciaj s; 
could trace their ancestry to people from that continent. Formation of European 

empires made possible, and greatly facilitated, massive flows of people from conti- 

nents of origin to other regions. Over a five-century period tens of millions of 

Europeans emigrated, substantial settler communities being established only in areas same racial k 
claimed by metropoles. Over a four-century period fens of  millions of Africans were emotional int 
transported as slaves to plantatinn-based colonies in the Americas. in phase 3 Indians csssors. where 

and Chinese migrated as indentured servants to colonies in Africa, Southeast Asia, fied economic 
the Indian Ocean, and the Caribbean. 

socioeconon~i 
Especialiy affected were areas in which diseases carried by newly arriving groups 

decimated indigenous peoples. The New World and Oceania were radically changed 

in this respect, Africa and Asia far less so. 

To the extent that race denotes continental origin, European empires made 

race relations a persistently significant issue for the modern worlii. The multiracial 
character of many colonies profoundly affected the way social relations and political 

life were organized after independence. It was difficult for people visibly unlike each 

other as well as culturally diverse to feel part of the same country, with citizenship 

rights in common. In phase 2 states it was impossible for indigenous peoples and 

those of African descent to belong to the country in which they lived because people 

of European descent denied then1 basic political and legal rights. This exclusivist 
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LEGACIES 

ios oithe likely attitude to citizenship postponed until the twentieth century a serious commitment 

czs in people's by most phase 2 states to incorporate non-European groups into national life. 
onrestable. But In European countries religious, class, and regional cleavages have historically 

erfactuals only been sources of conflict. Not so with race. In sharp contrast, colonies were arenas of 

i-iron Belkin. interracial contact and conflict &om the moment the first Europeans arrived. Race 
:ue io an open relations was a contentious issue that could not be ignored and did not go away, 
-. , 'ions about particularly in territories with large settler popdations. 

By phase 5, however, metropoles were no longer insulated from the racial 
Europe's own pluralization their presence and policies produced elsewhere. 1Vh'hcreas the state 
?t  and action. spread from Europe to the colonies, the plural society spread from the colonies to 

1-e sequence: Europe. Since the end of World War 11 hundreds of thousands of people have 
;r. References migrated from newly independent countries to former metropoles. Extensive com- 
'icLi~. munitics from the West Indies, India, and Pakistan now reside in Great Britain; 

likewise Algerians, Moroccans, Senegalese, and Malians in France, Zaireans in Bel- 
gium, and Indonesians in Holland. As "the empire strikes back through these 

':2 popnlation migrations, Britain and France above all have wrestled with problems arising from 
growing heterogeneity. <lontemporary Europe has a great deal to learn from former 

colonies about how to manage the subtle tensions and overt conflicts experienced by 
e? conlinent multiracial societies. 

- .- ,or ruropean -The racially basedstratification system of the ~ulonial era is a primary deterini- 
"om conti- izant ofsocicil relations today 
mi!lions of In European history struggles for equality occurred among people with the 

same racial background. These struggles were bitter at times. But they lacked the 

2iii.ns ,%,ere emotional intensity of comparable struggles in colonies and their independent suc- 
lie .: l iidians cessors, where race not only marked observable biological diffkrences but also signi- 
?'?cast Asia, fied economic and status inequalities. Close links between difference and inequality 

produce an unusually durable stratification system. Once a racial category becomes a 

socioeconomic caste it is extremely difficult for those at the scale's lower end to move 

up, and potentially explosive of social relations ifthey do. In territories where settlers 
were preoccupied with mainraining racial purity, sexual aruielies and rivalries added 

fuel to an already combustible mix. Where settlers inherited the public sector at 

?ires made independence-as in phase z states and South Africa-non-Europeans found it even 
-mltiraciai more diffcdt to raise their collective position because the power of guvernment was 

used to reinforce coionial-era inequalities. 
... 

!c;tke each -Colonial rule begaianticolonial nationaiism and hence eventually undermined 
itself: But since virtually all nationalists wished to retain key aspects of tl~epublic sector 

Europearts put  in place, many features ofcoloiiia! government carried over to successor 

reginzes. The territorially bounded, bureaucratic, sovereign state is the joint product of 

ixciusivist roloi~ialism and nationalism, a dialectical syntl~esis oftwo apparentiy opposedforces. 
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C O N S E Q U E N C E S  O F  E U R O P E A N  O V E R S E A S  R U L E  

Metropoles turned colonies into protostates by transferring many of their 

public sector institutions. Metropoles also spread the idea that a state was the most 

advanced political form devised by humanity. The one thing colonies lacked-sover- 
eignv-was the one thing nationalists demanded. In effect, iiationaiists criticized not 

the fact of public sector transfer but its incomplereness, insisting on nothing less 

than full replication of the metropole's status. At one level the demand for indepen- 

dence was a rejection of foreign rule. At another level it was a ringing affirmation of 

the structural and ideological form foreign rule took. The goal was to capture the 
protostate, not to dismalitle or fundamentally rearrange it. Hence a paradox: The 

result of the nationalists' success at terminating European global dominance was 

global diffusion of Europe's governance model. 

The spread of this model has produced a far more hoinogeneous pattern of 
poiitical organization than would have existed in tlie absence of overseas empires. 

Five centuries ago many of the world's peoples iived in stateless societies, small-scale 

chiefdoms, and self-governing cities. These forms became increasingly rare as they 

were encompassed by colonial boundaries and their autoilomy undercut by exter- 

nally imposed bureaucracies. Today's world is a collection of states; its peoples define 

themselves, among other things, as citizens of ~ t a t e s . ~  That this observation is now 

little more than a truisin underlines the distance humanity has traveled in a few 
centuries, fro111 many governance modes to one o\~erwhelmingly predominant one. 

--The rolotiial origill ofp~ ib l i c  iector instirutions oJten reduces their eflectiveness 

n i~d  legitimacy. 

An imperial l e~acy  in many parts of the world is a lack of fit between social 

structure and political institutions. Society has become more heterogeneous owing 

to demographic changes noted earlier. But public sector institutions have become 

lnore homogeneous, in the double sense that the same institutions govern citizens 
with diverse racial and culti~ral backgrounds within a country and that governing 

institutions in very different countries resei~ible each other. Where government has 

been shaped more by exteriial forces than by its own society, rulers may not consider 
themselves accountabir to those they rule. and citizens ]nay regard aovernmeilt 

procedures and policies as illegitimate. 

In countries where colonial administrators, judges, and police were harsh and 

unpopular, retention of the institutions that employed thein can undermine legit- 

imacy even when the offending foreigners have been replaced by local personnel. The 

perception that government is an alien force can last a long time. It can encourage 
pillage of public h n d s  for private purposes, pillagers regirding the treasury as the 

possession not of the riation hut of foreign exploiters who deserve to be robbed.' 

This practice hr ther  iorvers support for government by diverting resources officials 

might have devoted to the collective good. 
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LEGACIES 

- Lt'hether a new state becomes denlocratic depends in large measure on whether 
color~y~vide representalive institutions were in place and finctionizzg effectively before 

independence. I'fl~ile the presence of colonial legislatures cannot ensure democracy in 

later years, its absence appears to be a suficient corzdition for maintenance of authori- 
tarian rule. 

By their nature colonial regimes were authoritarian: bureaucracies carried out 

decisions made by foreigners who were unaccountable to local people. The top- 

down character of government was bequeathed to new states. The Nigerian historian 

Stephen ilkintoye's description of the African scene applies to other regions as well: 

"The isolation of the government fiom the goveriied, the refusal to tolerate opposi- 

tion or criticisms, the fear of delegating authority, the branding of all virile op- 

position as treasonable action-all these were learned from Africa's colonial inasters 
by the Africans who took over African governments at independencel'j 

l'he most effective counterweight to authoritarian rule after independence was 

an elected legislature capable of restraining the executive branch. If a legislature was 

in place at independence and had shown that it could influence decisions of colonial 

authorities, then it had a reasonable chance of survival. In this respect Britain's 

possessions differed significantly from the rest. That the Westminster model should 

have been transferred to settlers is not surprising; that it was eventually transferred to 
occupation colonies at the insistence of nationalists is more so. But importing this 

particular foreign institution made sense because, unlike a bureaucracy, a legislature 
coines ready-made for rapid capture. 

How long the \Vestminster model lasted after Britain left depended on many 
factors, including the personalities and values of political leaders. Iawaharlal Nehru 

was committed to a multiparty electoral system and open parliamentary debate. 

Kwame Xkrun~ah was not, and by the mid-1960s he had become a dictator eagerly 

fanning the flames of his own personality cult. The opposing strategies of the two 

men account in part for the diverging political trajectories of India and Ghana. An 

effectively functioning colonial legislature does not guarantee competitive electoral 

systems, as the large number of undeniocratic ex-British colonies in 1980 shows 
[tablc 16.1). 

But absenceof such a legislature is virtually a sufficient condition for failureof 
competitive elections to take root. 'Tn confine discussion to the quarter century after 

independence, these two negative features are found in all phase 2 countries except 

the United States and in such phase j countries as Vietnam, Indonesia, Zaire, Algeria, 

and Angola. (Spain permitted settlers representative government at the local level but 
not in larger administrative units.) 

Further support for the double negative hypnthesis comes from an analysis of 
patterns in phase j new states. Freedom House's annual survey Freedom in the 1Vurid 



CONSEQUENCES OF  E U R O P E A N  O V E R S E A S  RULE 

TABLE 16.1. expanded welt\\ 
POLITICAL RIGHTS I N  PHASE 5 NEW STATES AS O F  1980 aries mattered, ! 

union's formati; 

Haiti and the i)i 
Numberof - 

ruled portions i 

viceroyaltj-. Bou: Former me fropole 
instances replica 

France 2j 0 o 5 20 20 80 last-minute part 
Portugal i 0 o o o 5 100 of East Pakisizr~ 
Belgium 3 0 o o o 3 100 when Cameroor 
EIolland z o o i> 0 - 1 0 0  as the Guinea-G 
Italy 2 o 0 0 o 2 100 only a short tii;;~ 
Spain i o 0 D o i 100 separate states. 

-- ~ ~~ One reasc' 
9801, tables i, 3, pp. 14-18. administer the r 

functional sc~ipe 

ranks countries on a 1-7 scale according to political rights their citizens exercise. their interest to i 

Countries rated 1 and 2 conduct regular competiti\~e elections. Those rated j through are famous for d 

7 lack formal mechanisms for meaningful electoral choice and are typically governed disposal to p m v  

by single parties or despots. Countries ranked 3 and 4 lie between these extremes. In ment agencies ;I 

1980 all former colonies of metropoles ruliiig in a clearly authoritarian manner- fully cornpatibii 

Portugal, Belgium, Holland, Italy, and Spain--scored in the 5-7 range. i'he same iiistalled in gove 

applies to all these countries as of 1990. Britain's former colonies are about evenly tions. Central st 

divided heheen  the 1,2 and 5 , h ~  categories. The ratio improves to 22:18 if one state as it was. n: 

excludes the six Arabian peninsular quasi colonies whose domestic affairs Britain A~nbitious or idc 

never fir~nly controlled. France occupies an intermediate position, consistent with collective \\.eight 

an intermediate pattern of representation in the Fourth Republic: colonies could The riiosi r 

send delegates to the Assemblee Nationale in Paris, though not until the late 19jos Africa. Here one 

were territorial legislat~ires with any real authority established. postindependen; 

To h o w  what leads new states toward or  away from democracy, a starting bore no re la t io~ 

point is to examine i\.hat kinds of representative institutions, if any, were established African states mi: 

hy former metropoles. Or  they might ha 

-Colonial ndr~zirzistrativc bour~dnrics i~nve prosen tinusually durnhlc. Will! few ogy and with the 

exceptions they constitt!te~'(l terrilo~.ial boi.dcrs a t  indepeizdence, and they deline rhe size viable. Instead 01. 

and shape of theSreat ~nnjority ofstntcc tuda). nist n ~ o v e n ~ m t s  

Among phase 2 countries the United States is a partial exception to tiiis gener- the name of cthi 

alization. It is a postcolonial invention, both because the shih from confederation to Katanga, Nigerii 

a federal system did not occur until the late 1780s and because boundaries steadily been arbitrarily : 
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CONSEOUENCES OF EUROPEAN OVERSEAS RULE 

development. Meiji and tsarist reformers took advantage of their countries' sov- 

ereignty to promote rapid defensive modernization. Such policies could not be 

adopted in colonies because control over economic affairs lay in the hands of metro- 

poles threatened by defensive modernization. 

The explore-control-utilize syndrome was conducive to imperial expansion. 

Its diffusion to colonized peoples contributed to imperial decline. Iliffusion also 

affected postcolonial relationships. Because colonized peoples became more like 

Europeans in adopting a developmental stance to Nature, the basis was laid for 

extensive international economic ties after political ties were severed. Phase 5 new 

states, like their phase 2 predecessors, wanted European capital and technology. The 

desired transfers were primarily through the private profit sector for phase 2 states 
(portfolio investment) and largely through the public sector (foreign aid) for phase j 

states. But behind different modes of transfer lay the fundamental similarity that 

transfer was taking place, and on terms both sides could live with. Ex-metropoles 

learned they could deal profitably with ex-colonies because ex-colonies wanted what 

was needed to catch up to them. 'The shared commitment to make nature useful 

moderated old antagonisms and made postcolonial relations more congenial and 

interdependent than might have been expected. 
Cutting political ties with a metropole made it possible to arrange economic 

exchanges with numerous European countries. The independence of South Ameri- 

can countries enabled British private interests to invest profitably in the continent's 

mines, railroads, and utilities. Phase 5 states negotiated aid agreements with many 

European countries as well as with the two superpowers. As transnational European 

institutions developed, diplomats from new states negotiated with people represent- 

ing the region and not simply its individual countries. Several rounds of negotiations 
between the European Economic Community and African, Caribbean, and Pacific 

states produced conventions governing trade, investment, and aid." In both de- 

colonization phases the end of empire meant that Europe mattered more to ex- 
colonies even as ex-metropoles mattered less. 

-Colonial-era patterns of extraction, production, transport, and trade carried on 
into independence. In general, this ecoizomic legacy was we11 more dcrrable than the 
political one. 

Earlier chapters noted the emergence of open colonial economies with high 

ratios of trade to gross domestic product and exports consisting mainly of un- 

processed or semiprocessed primary products. When new-state elites had little inter- 
est in changing this arrangement, as in nineteenth-century Latin America, the fact 

that it continued should not be surprising. Hut even phase 5 ~lationalists committed 

to reversing inherited patterns found it difficult if not impossible to do so once they 

came to power. Earlier investments in mines, plantations, roads, railways, and port 
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LEGACIES 

facilities constituted sunk costs that could be recovered and generate profits only if 

they continued to operate much as they had. New governments anxious to indus- 
trialize had to decide how to finance the heavy up-front costs of new factories and 

related infrastructure. Borrowing abroad was risky, especially if loans could not be 

repaid. High debt levels could lead not only to economic crisis as scarce resources 

were diverted to repayment hut also to loss of sovereignty as lenders imposed macro- 

economic policy coitditions on  "structuial adjustment" bailout packages. Foreign 

exchange generated through the existing export base had the advantage of preserving 

a semblarice of policy autonomy. Thus, in order to change the composition of 

imports and domestic output many new states found they had little choice but to 

retain the composition of exports. A planned break with the past entailed unex- 

pected continuity with the past. Only in rare instances was a phase j country able 

substantially to increase the manufactured componcnt of exports within the iirst 
quarter century of independence. 

New states generally avoided lowering the levels of external exposure they 

inherited. In rare cases such as Haiti and Burma small countries turned inward. India 

had a sufficiently large domestic market and industrial base to shift toward self- 

reliauce after 1947. But these are exceptions. Most new states remained highly vulner- 

able to external economic trends. They benefited if terms of trade rose but lost out if 

terms declined, as happened over the long term for many countries. The elaborate 
multiyear plans announced with fanfare by phase j states were in effect efforts to 

hide, through largely symbolic rituals, inability to chart the economic future. 

Once large-scale colonial operations like mines, plantations, and ranches were 
in place, there were strong economy-of-scale arguments to retain them after inde- 

pendence. It made little difference in this respect if ownership passed from private to 

public hands. Nationalization might he politically radical. But it was economically 

conservative, in the sense that new public sector owners only coniirmed colonial-era 

patterns of commodity production. Keturning to small-scale, localized, kin-based 

units of precoioniai days was out of the question, at least for goods traded on the 
world market. 

-b?zperiul rule helped Christ in~~iiy  beconle u world religion. 

What I have termed Euro-Christianity spread with the dispersal of settler 

communities, and some version of it was adopted as the official faith oimost phase 2 

regimes. llut it spread as well among non-Europeaiis in response to the work of 

missionaries. The sectoral autonomy of religious bodies and their calling to go out 

to d l  the world meant that they did not confine their work to areas incorporated 
into overseas empires. But it is in these areas that their campaigns were most success- 

1.11 over the long term, in large part because public sector resources and protec- 

tion sustained missionary endeavors. Who governed the state affected how people 
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worshiped. Euro-Christianity's spread was hindered in noncolonized areas like Japan 

and China, where ruling elites saw its doctrine and its followers as political threats. 

-For mm~y  intellectlrals and other opinion leaders in new states, the struggle for 

psychological independence was more protracted and emotionally exhausting than the 

struggle for political independence. Images people held of themselves and their abilities 

continued to be affected by negative stereotypes derived from the colonial era. 

The superiority complex was a legacy centuries of global dominance be- 

queathed to Europeans. The inferiority complex was a legacy with which many 

residents of colonies and ex-colonies have had to grapple. One response of people 
to being told repeatedly that they were inadequate was angrily to deny the charge. 

Kesentment at being humiliated by colonial authority figures was salient in the 
discourse of nationalist movements. One sees it in the reaction of Spanish American 

creoles to the slights of peninsulares, and even more so in the rage non-Europeans 

expressed over racially based taunts and acts of discrimination. 

In general, leaders of independence movements did not try to replace one 

superiority complex with another. They argued not that the colonial nation was 

morally, intellectually, or culturally better than the metropole but rather that it 

deserved to be treated as the equal of nations elsewhere. Phase j movements phrased 

the crusade for equality in universalistic terms. All human beings possessed certain 
rights, above all the right not to be treated as subhuman. Independence was the 

political manifestation of the fundamental claim to dignity, as well as a way oT 

ensuring that the claim would not be violated again. In NkrumahS words, "It is only 

when people are politically free that other races can give them the respect that is due 

to them. It is impossible to talk of equality of races in any other terms. No people 

without a government of its own can expect to be treated on the same level as peoples 

of independent sovereign states."" 
Another response, found among non-Europeans who attended Western-style 

schools, was to concede that the colonizer's civilization was superior but to insist 

that they be offered opportunities to become part of it through cultural assimiiation. 

This approach internalized the inferiority complex at the collective level of indige- 

nous culture while rejecting it at the individual level. In territories in which colonial 

rulers adopted assimilationist policies, postcolonial elites consisted primarily of indi- 

viduals who had struggled to cross the cultural line-and succeeded. These people 
might use populist rhetoric on appropriate public occasions. Rut how plausible was 

their national leadership when they had devoted so much effort to rejecting the 

culture of their fellow citizens? Neither were they inclined to ask how indigenous 
ways of thinking and acting might resolve their country's problems. Intent on mod- 

ernization, they tended to regard traditional rulers, folk religions, herbalists and 
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their remedies, old patterns of dress, traditional handicrafts and the like as relics of a 
primitive past that did not deserve to survive. 

Another response among non-Europeans was to believe the claim that they 

were individually and collectively inferior. This was of course a deeply disturbing 

thought. Subconscious internalization of the inferiority complex was the most per- 

nicious outcome of all. 
The inferiority complex could coexist with other responses, including anger at 

the way one's people were being humiliated and exploited. Frantz Fanon writes 

bitterly in n e  Wretched of the Earth of the evils of colonialism, urging the colonized 

to take up arms against their white oppressors. The same author, in Black Skin, White 

Masks, writes in tortured prose about the self-hatred he cannot escape because his 

whole social environment relentlessly conveys the message of black inferiority 
However they coped with accusations of inadequacy, non-Europeans had to 

devise coping mechanisms of some sort, which took time and emotional energy. The 

existential challenge of battling what the Indian cultural theorist Ashis Nandy calls 

"the intimate enemy: the loss of self" threatened to distract individuals from the 

challenge of making the most of their country's newly won independence.13 Excite- 

ment about shaping a better future was less intense when demons from the past had 

to be exorcised. 
Stephen Jay Gould eloquently describes the effects of doubting one's compe- 

tence and feeling ashamed of a group with whom one is identified. Gould's words 

apply to more than colonial and postcolonial situations. But European overseas rule 

did more than anything else to shape the racial and cultural forms self-hatred takes 

in the modern world. "We only get to go through this world once, as far as we know," 

Gould writes, "and if our lives are thwarted, if our hopes are derailed, if our dreams 

are made impossible by limitations imposed from without, but falsely identified as 
residing within us, then in a way that's the greatest tragedy one can imagine. And 

millions-hundreds of millions-of human lives have been so blighted."I4 

IMPACTS ON WESTERN EUROPE 

-State formation was accelerated. 

Empire building abroad bad to await formation of centralized states at home. 

But the two processes became inutually reinforcing once some measure of control 

was gained in overseas lands. When colonies yielded net gains to a metropole's 

treasury, extra resources were available to strengthen its bureaucracy and armed 
forces. In effect, an increase in a state's international extractive capacity raised its 

ability to regulate domestic  affair^.'^ Castile's Queen Isabella and England's Queen 
Elizabeth 1 were skilled at using foreign initiatives to enhance their power. Spain's 
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I'liilip I1 liberally dispeiised lvlexican silver pesos to intluential Portuguese to bolster 

his successful claim (ljSi) to the I'ortuguese throne.'" Access to overseas resources 
gave moliarclis an edge over local nobles, rvhose resource base was confined to tlieir 

own dornaiils. Colonies galre rulers valuable patronage opportunities." A land graiit 

charter or governorship could reward supporters. Overseas posts could buy off rivals 

or dispatch them tovirtual exile. Such forms ofpatronage typically came at no cost to 

the metmpole, as colonies were expected to a ~ v e r  their own administrative expenses. 

Charles Tilly's assertion that in western b:urope "war made the state, and the 

state ~iiade war"'i should be conipleiiiented by the observation that the European 

srate made tlie overseas empire, and the enipirc helped make the European state. 
-Do!iicrticpoiiticnl stability *vns enhtnlced. 

Overseas posscssio~is and issues relating to empire enabled rulers to deflect, 

divert, and undercut domestic opposition. This reduced the likelihood of unrest and 

revolt from below and made it easier for those in power to retain it. 

Absorption of settlers by selected cololiies probably increased metropolitan 

stability by lowering population pressures in overcro~vded areas and relnoving trou- 

blesome minorities, i~ornhly Puritaiis, Baptists, and Quakers to BSA and French 

Hugue~iots to Dutcli South Africa. Moreover, all imperial powers used colonies as 
duiiiping grounds for persons convicted of criniinal offenses. "With rare exceptions 

alter the initial conquest of Ceuta in 141 5,'' writes Gerald Bender, "every [Portuguese] 

ship involved in the discoveries and conquests held a contingent of degm~lados 

(con\ricts). . . . Laws governiiig the use of degradndos in the conquests date back to 
3434." The overwhelming majority o l  Angoia's Portuguese residents from the initial 

explorations to the early trventieth century were exiled con\ricts.!Vriiaiil found it 

convenieiit to cstabiisli Georgia and i\ustralia as penal colonies at a time when pri- 

vate enclosiire ofcommnnally shared lands and the rapid growtli ofnewly industrial- 

izing urban centers produced enormous social dislocation and economic inequality. 
Following the niassive \workers' uprising in Paris in 1848, "the Second Kepublic 

felt itself called up011 to solve the iindcrlying social problem:' writes Charles-Robert 

Ageron, "and the Assembly voted jo million francs to clear the capital of subversive 

elements. Unemployed artisans and iabourers made over ioo,ooo applications for free 

grlrnts oiland in Algeria; in tlie eiid tliei-e were 20,000 such emigrants, ij,ooo ofthem 

froni Paris, who settled in Algeria in forty-two new ~illages."'~~ Ex-revolutionaries 

qi~ickly became reactionaries, ardently supporting French rule in Algeria. In one 
stroke the government turned enemies at liotrie into agents ofexpaiisioti abroad. 

A long-term effect of Britain's industrial developmeiit was a surge in popuia- 

tion. Having to absorb all entrants to the labor force would have been difficult, 
particularly wlien the husiiiess cycle turned downward in tlie 1870s. More than twelve 
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million people left Great Britain in the nineteenth century. Most emigrated to the 

United States, where the predominance of English-speakers was an enduring colo- 

nial legacy; others went to Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. In the 

absence of these vents for surplus population, Britain might have experienced urban 

unrest and a more radical working-class movement. The United States and the white 

dominions in turn sent vast quantities of wheat, beef, lamb, and dairy products 

to Britain, making staple foods available at low cost to a conntry no longer able to 

feed itself. 

When politics took a populist turn in phase j the quest for overseas territory 
was used to generate mass support or to mute or deflect criticism of a gosernment's 

performance at home. Among the earliest examples of an overseas "circus" de- 

signed primarily lor dotnestic consumption was the French invasion of Algiers in 

1830." Politicians seizing o ~ i  imperial issues for electoral purposes included Ben- 

jamiii Disraeli, Jules Ferry, Otto von Bismarck, and loseph Chamberlain." It is 

unclfar whether their actions had the desired effect. Ferry's Vietnam policy, in fact, 

backfired on him. Rut major expansionist initiatives were taken in phase j in the 

expectation that they \\,odd increase popular support for the government of the day. 

If expansion helped svabilize metropolitan regimes, the impending loss of 
empire could destabilize them, as occurred twice in phase j, with the fall of France's 

Fourth Republic in 1958 over Algeria and the coup in 1974 against the Caetano 

government over the Portuguese armed forces' inability to defeat African nationalist 
moveinents. Both instances involved a change of regime as well as of national leader- 

ship and hence represented a major break with politics as usual. 

-HOW metropoles fared overseas iizjuenced membership and status in the Euro- 

pean interstate system and afjected procedures for handling relations among stutrs in  

Ilaving overseas possessions may have influenced whether a polity survived or 
disappeared. Profits generated by the Dutch East India Company doubtless helped 

Holland rvin the long struggle for independence from Habshurg rule. Holland's 
status as a player in Southeast Asia11 trade and politics must have counted for 

something when independence was internationally acknowledged in 1648. Not by 

accident are all five phase I metropoles still functioning as states, as are the three new- 
state tnetropoles of phase j. On the other side of the ledger, of hundreds of phase I 

polities that railed to survive only two made halthearted efforts to esrablish trading 

enclaves outside the Mediterranean basin." None administered territories back of a 

coastal port. In one case noted earlier, failure to capture overseas territory led directly 

to loss of sovereignty: Portugal's incorporation into Spain following its defeat at the 
Battle of El Ksar-el-Kahir. 
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Metropoles with access to colonies during wartime enjoyed a strategic edge. In 

this respect the distribution of imperial power influenced the outcome of hegemnnic 

wars. England's victories over France in the Seven Years' and Napoleonic Wars owe a 

great deal to its ability to trade with far-flung colonies while using seapower to curtail 

France's ability to do likewise. Witing after W'orld War I, the French colonial admin- 

istrator Albert Sarraut stressed how important France's possessions had been: 

, mme- \.\%en afier the attack of lg~q the first batallions of black troops arrived i 
diately followed by those disembarking from Asia, Antilles, and Madagascar, 
when our industries became full of hardworking and silent Indochinese worken, 
when our harbors and storehouses were stocked with abundant products from 
our overseas possessions, when successive war borrowing recorded hundreds of 
millions of subscriptions by French and indigenous peoples from our colonies, 
everyone noticed suddenly that the efforts of our soldiers and administrators 
and colonizers, ignored until then, irere not worthless.-" 

Germany and its allies could not extract comparable resources from outside the war 

theater. 

Did competition for colonies raise the propensity of European states to go to 
war? This was quitelikely the case in phases I and 2 but not in phase 3, so the evidence 

is mixed. The answer appears to depend on whether mechanisms were in place for 

resolving a wide range of interstate conflicts. The limited number of such mecha- 

nisms in phase I may have caused competition overseas to intensify and lengthen 

wars fousht on European soil. The greater number of diplomatic mechanisms in 
phase 3 may have had the opposite effect, permitting territorial scrambles to deflect 

rivalries to areas of the world not threatening any metropole's vital interests. 
A colony could stabilize international relations by being used as a pawn in 

diplomatic negotiations. Exchanges of non-European territory in the last decade of 

phase 3 reduced the level of tension among great powers and postponed the day of 
reckoning. After the French declared a protectorate over Morocco very little addi- 

tional real estate was available, eilher to reward the winner of a peaceful great-poxrrer 

confrontation or  to compensate the loser. The competition for colonies did not 

cause 'i'l'orld War I, as Lenin argued; more likely the termination of the scramble 

for colonies depleted available buffers against the resort to violence and made \var 

more likely. 
Europeans gained valuable diplomatic experience as they negotiated overseas 

claims. They attended conferences and signed treaties-as at Tordesillas (14941, Brus- 

sels (18761, Berlin (1885). and Algeciras (1906)-that addressed disputes over foreign 
lands. Formal settlements of major European wars in 1714, 1763, 1815, and 1914 

contained protocols redistributing governance rights over colonies. Imperial issues 
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enabled diplomats'to hone their skills, develop widely accepted procedures for con- 

flict management in their own region, and learn about the capacity and will of other 
governments to implement agreements. 

Possession of territories outside the European system had symbolic value, 

enhancing the status of countries so obviously able to make their presence known in 

the larger world. Not all metropoles were great powers. But all European countries 

aspiring to become great powers acquired colonies. The tendency to associate great- 
ness with empire can be traced to the major metn~poles of phase 1: Spain, France, 

and England. But once the association was made it affected foreign policies of states 

in subsequent phases. This is best shown by Germany under Bismarck.'The chancel- 

lor was far more interested in consolidating and preserving Germany's leadership 

within Europe than in extending its porver overseas. But the fact that he became a 

reluctant imperialist only demonstrates the point: he came to believe that Germany 
would not be acknowledged a great regional porver until it acquired possessions 

outside the re; "ion. 
-The privateprofit sector was strenfthened 

Capitalism and imperialism were mutually reinforcing enterprises. Private 

profit sector institutions played leading roles in founding and consolidating em- 

pire. Empire in turn strengthened the sector and set west European countries even 
more firmly along the path of capitalist development. Not all, but a great many 

metropolitan-owned colonial ventures turned a profit. These included firms han- 
dling shipping, insurance, wholesale and retail trade, corporations owning mines 

and plantations, banks lending large sums to governments for infrastructure proj- 

ects, and exporters of capital goods like railroad equipment and structoral steel. A 
portion of gains from overseas activities was presumably invested in profitable ven- 

tures in Europe, thereby fortifying the sector in its home base. 
<;olonial governments helped capitalist institutiotis by pro~tiding physical se- 

curity, protecting property claims, financing construction of port facilities and trans- 
port networks, and ensuring access to desired amounts of low-cost labor (see chapter 

12). in these ways governments lorvered the risks and costs of private ventures and 

raised profit margins. In many cases overseas private investment would not have 

occurred had the government not been run by F,uropeans. When the b u k  of a 
colony's public revenue was generated by non-Europeans, a subject population living 

close to subsistence involuntarily subsidized wcalthy foreign enterprises. 

A legacy of colonial rule was ex-colonies whose elites eagerly sought European 
private investment. Phase 3 offers an instructive contrast berween former colonies in 

the New World and colonies-to-be in the Old. European investors in the Americas 

gained handsome profits from assets like mines and utilities and returns on port- 
folio loans to new governments. They saw no need to recolonize New World states 
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because, with elites of European descent running government, the political condi- 
tions were in place for outsiders to make secure, profitable transactions. At the same 

time many European investors pressured their governments to claim territory in 

Africa and Asia. There the desired political conditions were absellt because rulers 01 
indigenous polities were ambivalent toward foreign investment or hostile to it. The 

different attitude of European private sectors toward ex-colonies and what might be 

called prospective colonies partly explains why phase 3 metropoles did not try to 

reconquer independent countries in the Americas while simultaneously sponsoring 
conquest in Africa and Asia. An apparently inconsistent foreign policy was in fact 

quite consistent. It followed the maxim that profit seekers could do far better in 

areas that were colonies or had been so than in places never brought under metro- 

politan rule. 

Some of the gains capitalists made from the colonies were spent for political 

ends at home. Money financed electoral campaigns and, whether piaced on top of 

the table or under it, swayed politicians in their decision making. Lobbying efforts 
helped ensure that restrictive regdations and high tax rates were not imposed or, if 

on the books, not assiduously enforced." In these ways business interests maintained 

the high level of influence over-and autonomy from-the public sector that has 

long marked west European societies. 

-European economic developnzent was sfirnulated. 

It is beyond the scope of this book to estimate how njuch the colonies contrih- 

uted to European economic growth. Some scholars conclude that the impact was 

significant, others that on balance it was negligible.'h The more modest goal here is to 

trace how resources extracted from colonies stimulated metropolitan growth and 

structural change. At issue is the nature if not the magnitude of the contribution. 
Two caveats are in order. Colonies varied e~lormously in the capacity to assist 

development outside their borders. Clearly, much depended on factor endowments, 

population, location, and the role (if any) of settlers. Moreover, the most a colony 

could contribute were potentially productive resources. There was no guarantee that 

potential would be realized. For evidence of missed opportunities one has only to 

observe the Habsburgs, who squandered vast supplies of New World bullion on wars 

and anti-Reformation propaganda campaigns. Whether a metropole ]wade good use 
of its empire's resources depended on how its sociev, polity, and economy were 

structured. 

An obvious rationale for colonies was that they supplied valued commodities 

unobtainable at home. Cinnamon, pepper, tobacco, tea, coffee, cocoa, and cane 
sugar were consumed by growing numbers of Europeaiis. Other commodities were 

inputs in manufacturing operations. Cotton and tropical dyes were essential compo- 
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nents in Britain's early textile-based industrialization. Tin, rubber, chrome, copper, 

bauxite, and petroleum were likewise crucial at later stages of European industrial 

development. Gum srabic was used in the manufacture of textiles, paper, medicines, 

confections, and cosmetics. Palm oil literally lubricated the wheels of industry and, 
as an ingredient in soap, kept the industrial work force clean. Colonies were impor- 

rant sources of ail these commodities, in some instances the only areas where they 

could be obtained. Political control over the source increased assurance of future 

access and made it easier for metropolitan manufacti~rers to invest large sums in 

factories dependent on imported inputs. 

Slave labor in phase 1 plantation colonies kept production costs of sugar, 

indigo, tobacco, and cotton artificially low, enabling the emerging European middle 
class to consume more of these commodities. In Cupitizlisrn arid Sluvery Eric LVil- 

liams shows h o ~ ,  profits amassed by slave traders and owners of West Indian sugar 

plantations were invested in new technologies. Capital from the \Vest Indian trade 
financed Houlton and Watt, the first firm to manufacture the steam engine.?? 

Government policies regulating trade between Britain and India gave early 

industrialization a boost. Lightweight, brightly colored cotton cloths imported from 

India, known as calicoes, became popular in the early eighteenth century and threat- 

ened English wool interests. Responding to pressure, 1'arii.ament ill 1721 passed the 

Calico Act prohibiting display or consumption of printed cotton goods. This con- 

structed a barrier behind which the infant industry of cotton textile manufacturing, 
using imported raw cotton, got its ~tart.~%iven the critical i~nportance of cotton 

textiles to the first industrial llevolution, what might have happened had free-trade 

principles been appiied and Indian competition not been restricted? A century later 

the East India Company took the opposite approach and removed duties on British 

textiles entering India. This assured Lancashire's mills a valuable overseas market and 

further undercut competition from Indian handloom weavers. Had Indians set tar- 

iffs on goods entering their country they would presumably have acted to protect 
endangered domestic interests in the way that Parliament did. But the British were in 

charge at home and in lndia. Tariff policies in both settings had the eRect ofindus- 
trializing one country and pushing the other toward rural stagnation. 

111 both the coloniai and independence eras, settler communities were closely 
tied to the European economy as exporters of primary products and avid importers 

of the latest consumer goods. To the extent that settlers and their descendants be- 

came wealthier overseas than if they had not emigrated, they stimulated Europe's 
de\:elopinent by spending additional income on its exports. 

--Empire helped create an61 reinbrce u scipel-ioriiy corr~plex. 

In many situations Europeans quickly and easily subdued indigenous peoples. 
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Those early encounters took place not simply across lines of racial and cultural 

difference but also across the gap of power inequality. Europeans found it difficult to 

separate observations about difference from those about inequalit::--and many ob- 

servers had an active interest in blurring that very distinction. It was but a short 

mental leap for people superior in power to infer that they were soperior in intellect, 

morality, and civilization as well. The superiority complex served as a rationalization 

for colonial rule and, hy reducing qualms over the rightness of dominating other 

people, was empowering in its own right. 

The inequality built into cross-cultural encounters affected what European 

observers saw, did not see, and imagined or fantasized that they saw. More impor- 

tant, it affected the meaning of the observers' experience, which was then conveyed 

tlrrough words and pictures to a broad reading public at home. Edward Said's 

influential study Orientnl isn~ emphasized how perceptions shaped by power and self- 
interest distorted Europeans' vie\,rs of themselves and the colonized Other. This idea 

is a leitmotif in the rapidly growing field of cultural and postcolonial studies." 
Power asymmetry reinforced a recurring human tendency to describe real or 

imagined cultural dissi~nilarities in normatively loaded lansuage. European travelers 

son~etin~es used cornplirnentary terms to describe people they met. Political theorists 
relying on travelers' reports sometimes emphasized positive leatures, as when they 

referred to the ilobiity and generosity of New World peoples. But more often what 

was strange to the traveler and armchair philosopher was described as repulsive, 

barbaric, irrational, and uncivilized. Or  unfamiliar customs were deemed bizarre, 

implying that their practitioners were not fully human. 
Colonial rule made negative stereotyping easy and relatively costless. The 

deepening and broadening of dominance described in part q increased the range of 

settings in which Europea~ls could express a superiority complex without fear of re- 

Valiation. Their control of the means of coercion made it da~lgerous for colonial sub- 
jects to question, much less confront, the complex's assulnptions and claims. When 

Europeans could largely shape the form cross-cultural interaction took, they came to 

believe that negative stereotypes were not instances of self-serving prejudice but doc- 

umentable matters of fact. The ruling caste's prejudices, in other words, were rein- 

forced by judgments made after observing group relations in the colonial situation. 

How the superioriv complex was phrased and justified varied over time and 

from one rnetropole to another. Rut a theme constantly emphasized from phase I 

well into the twentieth century was that Europeans were especially skilled at gover- 

nance. They took pride in a long tradition of founding polities, ranging in scale from 
Greek and Italian city-states to postfeudal national states to the vast Roman empire. 

A colonial administration, once installed, gave Europeans additional cause to believe 
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they were good rulers. For not only did they know how to govern themselves; they 

also knew how to rule alien people in places far from the civilizational center. What is 
more, went the claim, Europeans knew how to govern others better than others 

could ever govern themselves. Colonial rule did its subjects a favor for which they 
should be grateful. 

Sentiments and values nurtured on imperial frontiers were conveyed to people 

who never left home. Colonial rule shaped Europe's self-image by juxtaposing its 

civilized self to the uncivilized existence of subordinate peoples abroad. 

This legacy carried over to the postcolonial era. Just as formerly colonized 

peoples struggled to throw off an internalized inferiority complex, so those who once 

ran the world found it difficult to abandon the belief that they were truly superior to 
everyone else. 

-Empire coritributed to a guilt conzplex. 

Some Europeans appealed to core values of Western civilization in bitterly 

criticizing what their compatriates were doing overseas. There is a long tradition of 

carefully documented attacks by insiders on European greed, cruelty, exploitation, 

sexual misconduct, and hypocrisy. It dates to the first years of settlement in the 

Americas with the sermons of Father Antonio Montesino and the impassioned 

lobbying of Bishop Bartolome de Las Casas. It can be traced through the writings of 

William Wiherforce and other Abolitionist crusaders to the nineteenth-century 
Dutch administrator and nowelist Eduard I3ouwes Dekker to twentieth-century crit- 

ics like E. D. Morel, Andre Gide, h'orman Leys, Fenner Brockway, and Jean-Paul 
Sartre. Critics did not necessarily conclude that the colonial enterprise should be 

abandoned: Las Casas and Morel called for reform despite impressive evidence they 
themselves amassed that human rights abuses were intrinsic to foreign rule. In some 

cases, however, Europeans supported movements for independence against their 

own countries. Annie Besant and Kev. Charles Andrews were active in Indian na- 

tionalist circles in phase 4. Sartre and Brock~vay were articulate, impassioned critics 
of French and British colonial policies, respectively. 

With the final collapse of empire in phase 5 ,  a desire to atone for past sins has 

probably played a role, however sublimated, in the foreign policy of former metro- 

poles. It may have been a factor in the establishment of foreign aid programs. It may 

also account for reluctance by many European officials and intellectuals to criticize 

the human rights violations of new-state leaders.'O One sees this, for example, in the 

cordial relations between France's presidents-from de Gaulle through Mitterand- 

and leaders of repressive military and one-party regimes in francophone Africa. 
A sense of guilt does not entail the absence of a sense of superiority. The two 

may coexist, as when Europeans (or Westerners generally) use demanding moral 
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standards to criticize their own countries' domestic and foreign policies and lower 

standards to evaluate non-European regimes. That the superiority co~nplex con- 

tinues into the present is most unmistakable in the rhetoric of some on the political 
right. The complex is more subtly manifested but nonetheless present in the double 

moral standards sometimes employed by the left. 

GLOBAL IMPACTS 

-An interstate system once conlined to Europe has been enlarged to cover the world. 

The combination of European imperialism and anticolonial nationalism glob- 

alized the idea and institutions of the territorial, bureaucratic, sovereign state. The 
original interstate system, whose existence was so conducive to imperialism, was 

transformed by the addition of polities whose very formation signaled imperial 

decline. Yet characteristics of the old system persist in the new, expanded version: the 

exchange of diplomats, for example, the principle of diplomatic immunity, and 

treaty-drafting conventions. International negotiations are for the most part con- 
ducted in metropolitan languages. The idea that sovereign states are equal in key 

respects despite glaring inequalities in others is universally accepted. Thus, state A is 

accorded the legal and moral right not to be invaded by state B even if A is small, 

poor, and weak while B is a great power. This egalitarian feature of the old system is 
particularly welcomed by new states, the great majority of which are far poorer and 

weaker than their former rulers. Application of the one state-one vote principle in 

international meetings gives each unit a sense that it matters, whatever its resources 

or the capacity of its rulers to govern.31 Today's global system, like the old European 

one, is ultimately anarchic and potentially unstable. Yet widespread acceptance of 

multiple sovereignties tends to reduce insecurity and routinizes relations among the 

system's component parts. 
Colonialism had contradictory effects on the numbers of units in the interstate 

system. As just noted, it led eventually to a far larger and more geographically 
dispersed membership than obtained in a system initially confined to one region. 

But European rule decimated hundreds of polities by incorporating them, often 

summarily and brutallx rvithin colonial boundaries. Among the most obvious in- 

stances were New Spain, British India, the Dutch East Indies, Xigeria, and German 

East Africa. Had the system evolved to include all indigenous polities functioning 

when Europeans first encountered them, there might be one or two thousand states 
today. It is difficult to imagine how-or whether-that many units could regulate 

their relations in any meaningful way. Paradoxically, forcible incorporation of myr- 

iad small polities into larger ones during earlier centuries may have made possible 
relatively stable interactions among sovereign states in modern times. 
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-Empires stiinulated an enormous rise in long-distance trade, resultirrg in n 

global ecoizotny. 

The \rolume and variety of commodities transported from one continent to 

another rose dramatically during the centuries of European dominance. One should 
not attribute this phenomenon wholly to colonial rule. Europe's prisate profit sec- 

tors were more directly involved in overseas commerce than public sectors, and 

maritime trade did not always require the flag. But metropolitan governments did 

a great deal to influence the extent, direction, and composition of trade. This was 

most ohvious with mercantilist policies in phase I, but no  less important in phases 3 

and 4 when decisions based on a Eurocentric interpretation of comparative ad- 

vantage created and then reinforced the concentration of industrial production in 

metropoles. 
'The persistent tendency of Europeans to assert formal control over other parts 

of the .i\~orld is itself the clearest indication that, despite the technological and eco- 

nomic advantages they so often enjoyed over others, in the final analysis they lacked 

coiifidence in the workings of the free-that is, uncoerced and politically uiiregu- 

lated-market. Public sector institutions were set up to ensure a higher prominence 

for trade and to guarantee Europeans a higher portion of gains from it than would 
have occurred had outcomes been driven by the market alone. 

Much is made today of globalization as if it were a recent phenomenon. To say 

this is to ignore the history of moss of the world. For most ex-colonial countries a 
high degree of openness and vulnerability to economic trends elsewhere-including 

flows of capital and advanced technolog-has been a reality for centuries. Political 

independence may be a necessary condition for changing an inheritance of eco- 

nomic dependence, but it is by no means a sufficient condition. 'Trade patterns 

between an industrialized north and a primary product-producing south are diffi- 

cult to change in the postcolonial era, in large part because they have deep roots in 
the formative coloiiial stage of the globalization process. 

Overseas  empires spread u traixformative stance toward nature. As rapid eco- 

nomic developinent beconzes a universulgoal, an urgeient cluestion is vvhether thephyiical 
environrnent can withstat~d the sustained assaults mounted on it irz all countries. 

The development ethos pervading today's world can be traced to the explore- 

control-utilize syndrome impelling five centuries of European expansion. Settler na- 

tionalists in phase 2 and non-European nationalists later (with the virtually unique 
exception of Gandhi) did not critique this syndrome. Instead they enthusiastically 

adopted it, viewing independence as a way to continue and if possible accelerate the 

transforniation o l  nature. This point was eloquently made by the Indonesian na- 
tionalist Soetan Sjahrir in his intellectual biography Out of Exile: 
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For me, the \Vest signifies forceful, dynamic, and active life. It is a sort of Faust 
that I admire, and I am convinced that only by a utilization of this dynamism of 

the West can the East be released from its slavery and subjugation. The West is 
now teaching the East to rcgaid life as a struggle and a striving, as an active 
movement to which the concept of tranquillity must hc subordinated. . . . 
jStiuggle and striving] signify a stmggle against nature, and that is the essence of 

the struggle: man's attempt to subdue nature and to rule it by his will." 

The larger the number of people holding this view, the more must one ques- 

tion the confident assumption of earlier eras that nature can be manipulated with 

impunity. The harmful environmental consequences of colonial development were 

manageable for the most part. The same cannot be said of the postcolonial world, in 

which ex-metrnpoles and ex-colonies a l i k  redesign the landscape so their citizens 

can live longer, more comfortable lives. Might nature, under continuous and acceler- 

ating assault, launch a lethal counterattack? The triumph of the syndrome that drove 

imperialism may at some point become a Pyrrhic victory. 
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17 
The Moral Evaluation of Colonialism 

W a s  European colonial rule good or had? The subject matter iiivites normative 
judgments, for at issue are the lives and livelihoods, the well-being and world\~iews of 

hundreds of millions of huinail beings. People do not need to know n ~ u c h  ahout 

colonialism to hold strong opinions about its iiioral status. 

It is one thing to say that an ethical evaluation of cololiialisili is appropriate. It 

is quite another to decide ho\v to carry out that evaluation in a thoughtful, sensitive, 
consistent, and thorough wvay The good or  bad question is deceptively simple. Even 

if one retains the narrow definition of colonialisln used in chapter 16, the subject's 

scope is so vast and the forms colonial rule took so varied that reridering an o\~erall 
verdict seems fruitless. Edniund iiurke told Parliament that "I do not know the 
method of drawing up an indictnier~t agaiiist a rrlrvie people." Is there a method of 

indicting-or viiidicating-the peoples and go\rernmeiits of western Europe for an 

immense range of activities spanning several cerituries? 'I'hc answer, from the stand- 

point of social science metl~odology, is that there is not. Rut from a broader stand- 

point this response is unsatisfactory, especially if it excuses one froin inoral reflection 

on the past. People make ethical iudgillents not only on persoiiai and interpersonal 
matters hut also on large-scale phenomena like imperialisrti and colonialism. The 

issue is not whether they should engage i i ~  riiacro-level moralizing but how carefully 

and persuasively they do so. What is their frame of refc:rence? l l ' l a t  standards do 
they use? What evidence do they cite to support their position? 1 low well do they deal 

with opposiiig viewpoints? 

One way to proceed is to convene, as it \ w e ,  leading critics and defenders of 
empire and construct a debate between them. Placing their arguments next to one 

another permits a close examination and critique of each side's evidence, logic, 

riormative standards, and visions of what niight liave happened had overseas em- 
pires not existed. Orie can see whether critics and defenders directly engage or talk 

past each other, are deeply and irreconcilably at odds or agree on many points. 'I'he 

387 
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imagined debate that follows shows that protagonists argue past each other much of 

the time, each side ignoring the claims of the other when it is convenient to do so. 

This implies that if both sides addressed the same features of colonialism, took 

evidence from the same historical cases, and were prepared to accept each other's 

cotinterfactual assumptions, they would find they were not as far apart as they think 

they are. 

W H E R E  D O  CRITICS A N D  D E F E N D E R S  DISAGREE? 

In constructing this imagined debate 1 rely heavily on hventieth-century authors 

located at one end or  the other of the spectrum of informed opinion. Although their 

examples are taken mainly from Asian and African territories acquired in phase 3, 

the basic arguments apply to other times and places as well. Prominent critics 

include Aime Cesaire, Walter Kodne): Frantz Fanon, Kwame Nkrumah, and Andre 

Gunder Frank. Among prominent defenders are P. T. Bauer, L. tl. Gann and Peter 

Duignan, Alan Burns, Margery Perham-and, earlier in the century, Albert Sarraut 

and Frederick 1,ugard.' I then turn to authors occupying a middle ground. Some 

conduct cost-henefit analyses and identify features on both sides of the ledger. Oth- 

ers stress the nioral ambiguities and contradictions inherent in colonial rule.' 

Critics and defenders of empire accentuate their differences. But a, mreement ex- 
ists and should be identified because it shows that the debate is not all-encompassing. 

The hvo sides concur that colonial rule should be judged hy whether it helped or 

harmed the non-European subject population. Neither side disputes that govern- 
lnents and private interests in metropoles acquired valuable resources that would not 

have heen as readily or  cheaply available had empires not been in place. Neither side 

denies that European settlers generally fared quite well, at least after the initial 

hardships of relocating in strange lands. There is debate over how much rnetrn- 

politans and settlers gained in income, wealth, and status, with gains set far higher by 
critics than by defenders. But from the standpoint of moral judgment this disagree- 

ment is immaterial. Defenders do not argue that colonialism was justified solely or 

primarily because Europeans benefited from it. Rather, they try to show that, in 

situations iri which one assumes or  can demonstrate that rulers did sain, non- 

European subjects also benefited. For critics the key issue is what happens to non- 

European peoples-and does not happen to them, to the extent that resources 

non-Europeans rightfully possessed were wrongly taken away Since both sides con- 
centrate on how the colonized fared under European rule, so shall I. 

'ii, a surprising degree critics and defenders concur over factual matters. !%!,en 

disputes over facts d o  arise they are treated as peripheral to the main argument. In 
one such dispute, the French government estimated the number ofAlgerian Muslims 

killed following the Setif massacre of i g l j  at 1,020 to 1,300, while nationalists in 
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see evidence not only that exploitation had not occurred but that the opposite was at 

work. Indigenous per capita income rose, so the colonized were better off than before 

contact. Indigenous people gained by a higher percentage over the precontact base 

than did Europeans (200 percent to 150 percent), and the ratio ofindigenous to Euro- 

pean income rose from 1:4 to 3x0. Different operational iildicators of a term tllus per- 
mit the two sides to keep arguingdespite their agreement that exploitatk~n is immoral. 

Did colonial government contribute to ecoiloinic exploitation? Critics point 

out that government's coercive powers were used to support private profit ventures, 
ilicluding land alienation by settlers. \Vhere official policies had their intended effect 

of keeping i~idigenous iahor costs below kee-market levels, forcing people to carry 

out uilwanted tasks, restricting the best-paying jobs and contracts and the most pro- 
ductive land to Europeans, undercutting local artisans through discriminatory tariff 

policies, and so forth, the public sector made possible otherwise unattainable levels 

of exploitation. Defenders see government usins its coercive and legal powers to cre- 

ate orderly, predictable, relatively peaceful settings conducive to productive activity. 

Without protection for private property rights, they argue, far less European capital 

and technology i\rould have bee11 invested overseas, with results heiietiting all parties. 
Should exploitatio~i he measured in subjective as well as objective terms? 

Suppose the hypothetical island's indigenous inhabitants did not consider tlien1- 
selves poor before contact hut did do so afterward, because of their close proximity 

to far wealthier Europeans. A growing sense of impoverishment thus coincided wit11 

rising prosperity For critics, the way people think a11d feel about their circumstances 

should coiint, in this case on the negative side of the ledger. Defenders tend to 

discount sul~iecti~~e factors as irrelevant or misleading, especially when objectively 
ineasurable indicators point in the opposite direction. 

IXsagreement over how niuch exploitation occurred leads critics and defend- 

ers to use different terms to descrihe conditions in ex-colonized countries. Critics 
refer to rindel-dcvciopr?~ent, seen as economic stagnation or regression linked to 

highly unequal distributiollal outcomes as a result of advanced capitalist countries' 
actions. lo Rodney's words, 
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Ail of the countries named as "underdeveloped" in the world are exploited by 
others; and the underdevelopment with which the world is now preoccupied is a 

product of capitalist, imperidist and colonialist exploitation. African and Asian 
socisties were developing independently until they were taken over directly or 
indirectly by the capitalist powers. When that happened, exploitation increaced 
and the export of surplus ensued, depriving the societies of the benefit of their 
natural resources and labouri 

From this perspective, even if incomes of colonized people on the island rose from 

~ o o X  to p o x ,  the gap that matters is between jooX and the far higher income the 

colonized should have received had the surplus over subsistence not been so unfairly 

distributed and so much of it siphoned off to the metropole. 

Defenders reject the concept of underdevelopment because it ignores the con- 

tributions of European factors of production, relies on questionable zero-sum as- 

sumptions, and depends too heavily on counterfactual speculation. Defenders prefer 
"development," referring to actual as opposed to hypothetical increases in per capita 

production and consumption. 

An advantage of using these two terms is that scmantic and measurement 

disagreements between critics and defenders are made explicit. The extent of dis- 

agreement is less clear when both sides use the same word-like "exploitation"-to 
point to different phenomena. 

-Selection of compurative,f?ames of reference 

Evaluation is ultimately an act of comparison. In effect, one places phenome- 

non Xnext to a real or  imagined scenario suggested by standard Yand concludes that 

X is better or worse than the situation derived from standard l! Obviously, the 

standard selected can profoundly influence the judgment reached. The opposite can 

also be true. That is, people may start with their condusions, then work backward to 

select the standard leading them toward those conclusions. Critics and defenders of 

colonialism are highly selective in choosing comparison standards, employing those 
that reinforce conclusions each side has already reached. For example, critics de- 

scribe non-European societies in positive ways, leading the colonial experience to 
look bad by comparison. Ilefenders describe non-European societies in negative 

ways, enabling European takeovers to appear as an improvement over pre-colonial 

realities. 

Here is the contrast as drawn by Cesaire: 

Every day that passes, every denial of juiiice, every beating by the police, every 
demand of the workers that is drowned in blood, every scandal that is hushed up, 
every punitive expedition, every police van . .  .brings home to us thevalue ofour 
old societies. They were cammuwd societies, never societies of the many for the 
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few . . . They were democratic societies, always. They were cooperative societies, better oiT 

fraternal soiicties. 1 make a systematic defense of the societies destroyed by overthroi\ 
i m ~ e r i d i s m . ~  

nicious fe: 
While Rodney does no t  portray the past in  such glowing terms, h e  stresses the 

organizational and technological achievements of African peoples, using Europeans' 

descriptions to support  his argument: 
was espsi; 

Indeed, the first Europeans to reach M'est and East Africa by sea were the ones 

ivho indicated that in most respects African development > a s  comparable to 

that which they he,?. To take but one example, when the Dutch visited the city themselv-: 
of Benin they described it thus: 

The town seems to be very great. Whcn you enter into it, you go into a 
nients in 5 

great bmad street, not pavcd, which seems to be seven or eight times broader 

than the MTarmoes street in Amsterdam. . . . These people are in iio way inferior 

to the Dutch as regards cleanliness; they rvash and scrub their houses so well that 

they are polished and shining like a looking glass."* 
and coniii 

In contrast, defenders of colonialism use a standard relying heavily o n  worst- 

case scenarios. Their precolonial world is better described in Hobbesian than Kous- 

seauian terms. Among features described are social practices repressed o n  humani- 

tarian grounds when Europeans took over, including human sacrifice, slavery, killing 

of  twins, persecution o n  allegations of witchcraft, widow burning, and live burial of 

criminals. Civil war, brigandage, anarchy, and despotism figure prominently in the 

story. Here is how Lord Lugard frames the comparison: 

TVhm I recall the state of Uganda at the time I made the treaty in 1890 which 

brought it under British control, or the state of Nigeria ten years later, and 

contrast them with the conditions of today, I feel that British effort-apart from 

benefits to British trade-has not been in vain. In Uganda a triangular civil war 

was raging-Protestants, Roman Catholics, and Muslims, representing the rixjal 

political factions of British, French, and Arabs, were murdering each other Only 

a short time previously triumphant paganism had burnt Christians at the stake 

and reveled in holocausts ofvictims. Today there is an ordered Government with 

its own native parliaments. 1.ibert" and justice have replaced chaos, bloodshed, 

and war. The rvealtIi of the country steadily increases: 

When compared with this panoply of evils European rule appears quite attractive. 

Justiking British rule in India, Theodore Roosevelt wrote, "There is now little 

o r  n o  room for the successfi~l freebooters, chieftains, and despots who lived in 

gorgeous splendor, while under their cruel rule the immense mass of their country- 

men  festered in sodden misery. But the mass of the people have been, and are, far 
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hetter off than ever before, Far better off than they would be if English control was 

overthrown or r~ithdrawn."~ 

Critics regard the denial of self-government as one of colonialism's most per- 
nicious features. In their view, forcibly preventing people from shaping their collec- 

tive affairs is intrinsically wrong, regardless of whether popular engagement in civic 

life has results an outside observer may or may not like. Denial of self-government 

%,as especially obvious in colonial situations, where the power gap between rulers 

and ruled was marked hy observable racial and cultural differences. Insult was added 

to injury when Europeans claimed colonized peoples were incapable of governing 

themselves. How could non-Europeans refute these insulting charges-or at least test 

their validity-when the very people leveling the accusation refused to permit experi- 

ments in self-rule? 

\\%ile not denying that power passed at some point from a few non-Europeans 
to a few Europeans, defenders doubt that political participation was widespread in 

precolonial times, above all in large states where democratic norms were unkno.i\.il 

and communications technologies too poorly developed to gauge popular opinion 

even if rulers wanted to do so. Defenders question whether, from a democratic 

perspective, replacement of. autocratic indigenous monarchs by autocratic Euro- 

peans was a retrograde stepy DDenders add that when non-European rulers were 

culturally or physically distinct from their subjects-as in the Ottoman, Mughal, and 
Inca empires-their replacement by another group of foreigners, this time from 

Europe, did not constitute a loss of political autonomy. Autonomy had already been 

lost. Karl Marx, in some respects a defender of British rule in India as well as a 

penetrating critic, wrote of the subcontinent that "what we call its history, is but the 

history of the successive intruders who founded their empires on the passive basis of 
that unresisting and unchanging society. The question, therefore, is not whether the 

English had a right to conquer India, but nrhether we are to prefer India conquered 

by the Turk, by the Persian, by the Russian, to India conquered by the Briton."Io 
\%%en discussing econoinic changes introduced under colonial rule, critics 

point to instances in which land and other productive assets used by indigenous 

peoples were confiscated. People deprived of their traditional means of livelihood 

suffered declines in living standards as well as a profound threat to their way of life. 

Critics contrast precolonial patterns in which people worked for their own benefit 

with colonial economies in which slave and corvPe labor further enriched the most 

privileged elements. 
Defenders tend to ignore such instances or minimize their economic and 

moral meaning, dwelling instead on the introduction of techiiologies, commodi- 
ties, animals, and crops that improved living standards for many non-Europeans. 
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Adam Smith's chapter entitled "On Colonies" in The Wealth of Notions draws this the colonial mea 

most likely proif 

Another v 
Before the conquest of the Spaniards there were no cattle fit for draught either in 

colonial rule w i ~  
Mexico or in Peru. The lama was their only beast of burden, and its strength 
seems to have been a good deal inferior to that ofa common ass. The plough was independent. Ti 

unknown among them. They were ignorant of the use of iron. They had no factual thought 

coined money, nor any established instrument of commerce of any kind. Their without fear of; 

commerce rvas carried on by barter. A sort of wooden spade was thcir principal contentious issu 

instrument of agriculture. . . . In this state of things, it seems impossible, that ining a rosy dte  
either of those empires could have been so much improved or so xvell cultivated In general, critic 
as at prcsent, when they are plentifully furnished w-ith all sorts of European cal dominance ; 
cattle, and when the use of iron, ofthe plough, and of many or the aitsofEurope, scenario leaves 8 

has been introduced among them. . . . In spite of the cruel destruction of the only Europeans 
natives which folioived the conquest, these two grcat empires arc, probably, more Alatas writes. 
populous now than they ever were before." 

it was ii?i: 

Another way to evaluate European rule is to compare colonies with territories world. Fia, 
not formally taken over. This raises the question whether colonial rule was a necessary \tTesteir ;r, 
condition for sustained economic development in non-European regions. Twentieth- sian states 

century critics and defenders alike concur that economic developme~~t is desirable." stead, t i c  : 
They agree that economic and cultural interchange between Europeans and other recovere; 

peoples can have positive outcomes for all concerned. The debate is whether develop- isrh en;- 

ment would have taken place to the extent and at the pace it did had the informal science a:. 

influence of European merchants and missionaries not been reinforced by formal f ~ o m  oi5i 

rule. Cesaire writes of the nineteenth century that "the technical outfitting of Africa In contra 
and Asia, their administrative reorganization, in a word, their 'Europeanization: was other sectors ai 
(as is proved by the example of Japan) in no way tied to the European occupation. . . . is the Hobbcli. 
the Europeanization of the non-European continents could have been accomplished fenders lament 
otherwise than under the heel of Eur~pe:"~ Japan's successful defensive moderniza- that would ha 
tion thus becomes a standard for comparison with territories deprived of similar 
opportunities for self-initiated development. For Ctsaire, Japan demonstrates that a never occuriei 
bad means (colonialism) is not necessary for a good end (economic development). hillsides thal i, 

In contrast, Gann and Duignan cite Ethiopia, where defensive modernization 
did not occur despite external security threats, as the standard for comparison with 

European accomplishments in Southern Rhode~ia . !~  By implication the Ethiopian The vast 
case shorvs that in many places modernization would not have taken place had on those fean 
Europeans not initiated it. Defenders throw out a challenge to critics: "If you accept 
modernization as a desirable goal, you may have to accept a means to attain it in and cuitural d 
materially and technically backward societies that you find abhorrent. If you reject collective self- 
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THE MORAL EVALUATION OF COLONIALISM 

the colonial means you should admit that you are also rejecting backward societies' 
most likely prospect of realizing a goal you favor." 

h o t h e r  way to draw comparisons is to contrast a society's experience of 

colonial rule with what one imagines its history would have been had it remained 
independent. There is no way, of course, to prove or disprove the validity of counter- 

factual thought experiments. Rut it is the very freedom to unfold a favored scenario 

without fear of contradiction that makes hypothetical speculation so attractive when 

contentious issues are debated. Nothing can prevent colonialism's critics from imag- 

ining a rosy alternative past, or its defenders from imagining a grim alternative one. 

In general, critics posit a non-European setting in which the costs of Europe's politi- 

cal dominance are absent but the benefits of its informal influence are present. This 

scenario leaves open the option of defensive modernization by indigenous leaders if 
only Europeans had not prematurely grabbed power. The Maiaysian scholar Hussein 

Alatas writes, 

It was colonid bondage which blocked the flow of assimilation from the Mkstern 
world. Had there been a free intercourse benveen independent Acheh and the 
\Vestern world from the 16th century onward, Acheh and similarly other Indone- 
sian srates would have reached an advanced state of development by now. In- 
stcad, thc Dutch destroyed Acheh by a prolonged war Until now, Acheh has not 
recovered its former status. . . . Like Japan, Kusia, Turk): and Thailand, by the 
19th ccntuiy jlndoncsianj states would have recognized the benefits of modern 
science and technology frorr,m the West, as they did recognize similar benefits 
horn othcr societies in thc past." 

In contrast, defenders assume that had Europeans not ruled, their presence in 

other sectors of overseas societies would have been minimal. The defenders' scenario 

is the Hobbesian state of nature allegedly obtaining in the precontact period. De- 

fenders lament that colonial officials are not given credit for preventing bad things 
that \vouId have occurred absent foreign rule. G. B. Masefield of Britain's Colonial 

Agricultural Service writes, "No glory attached to the service for the famines that 
never occurred, the pests and diseases that did not devastate crops, and the steep 

hillsides that were prevented from being exposed to the disaster of soil erosion by 
their painstaking labours."'" 

-Enxpknsis on  selected aspects of the colonial situation 

The vast scope of the colonial enterprise permits critics and defenders to focus 

on those features that strengthen their respective cases while deemphasizing or 

ignoring Ceatures stressed by the other side. Thus critics underscore psychologicai 
and cultural dimensions, above all else the legacy of humiliation and individual and 

collective self-hatred among the colonized. Loss of pride in one's culture and the 
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declining integrity and autonomy of non-European cultural life under the triple as- 

sault are deemed among the most morally indefensible consequences of colonialisn?. 

Defenders spend virtually no time discussing such matters, focusing rather on Euro- 

pean economic and techrrological accomplishments. During the first i o  years of rule 

in colony X, goes the usual defense, 3,100 miles of railroad track were laid, 16,480 

children attended secondary schools, 6 new crops rvere introduced, and exports rose 

fourfold. These changes benefited everyone, including non-Europeans." 
This is a classic instance of protagonists arguing past each other. Critics em- 

phasize subjective aspects of colollialism that are difficult to measure, rvhile de- 

fenders cite readily measurable objective indicators. Critics praise cultural practices 

and values abandoned as societies set out toward European-style modernization. 

Defenders praise adoption of cultural practices and values consistent with moderii- 

ization. Critics mourn the precipitate decline of cultural diversity. Defenders cele- 
brate the global spread of a few cultures they consider superior and the cross-cultural 

communication made possible by widespread adoption of European languages. Crit- 

ics talk about what happened to the colonized, defenders about what colonizers did 

for the colonized. Critics view the world from the ground-up perspective of subject 

peoples coping with deeply disruptive challges arbitrarily imposed by foreigners. 

llefenders view the world fro:n the top-down perspective of rulers working dili- 
gently, under trying circumstances, to bring about progress in societies incapable of 

transforming themselves. 
Cesaire contrasts the way evaluation is framed by opposing sides: 

They talk to me about progress, about "achievemeiits:' diseases cured, improved 
standards of living. I am taiking ahout societies drained o l  tiieir essence, 
cultures trampled underfoot, institutions undermincd, lands confiscated, reli- 
gions smashed, magnificent artistic creations destroyed, extraordinary possibili- 
ties wiped out. They throw facts at my head, statistics, mileages oi roads, canals, 
and railroad tracks. . . . I  am talking ahout millions aSmcn torn from their gods, 
their iand, their habits, their life-from life, from the dance, from wisdom. . . . I 
am talking about millions of men in whom Sear has been cunningly instilled, 
who havc been iaught to havc an inferioiiv complex, to trenlhle, heel .  despair, 
and behave like flunkeys.'" 

Even when the two sides converge on the same topic and appeal to shared 

values, they manage to evade each other's arguments. CPsaire and Rodney mourn the 
deaths of thousands in forced-labor railroad construction gaiqs. The French, writes 

Rodney, "got Africans to start huilding the Brazzaville to Pointe Noire railway, and it 

was not completed until 1933. Every year ofits construction, some lo,ooo people were 
driven to the site-sometimes from more than i,ooo kilomctrcs away. At least 2596 of 
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the labour force died annually from starvation and di~ease."'~ On the other side, 

Gann and Duignan write that "an ordinary freight train used nowadays in Africa will 

do the work of ij,ooo to 20,000 carriers for one-fifth to one-tenth the cost. ?'he 
steam engine thus relieved the sweating African porter from his age-old labors. . . . 
Africa's scarce manpower could at last be used in pursuits more profitable to the 

economy than head porte~age."'~ 

These writers agree that reducing the burden of exhausting physical labor is a 

good thing. Critics correctly point out the increase in this kind of labor, leading to 

rragic loss of life, during the railroad's construction. Defenders correctly point out 

the reduction in heavy labor, leading to widely shared economic gains, after con- 

struction was completed. One side examines railroads before they were operative but 

not afterward; the other does the reverse. Neither directly engages valid observations 
made by the other. 

Nor does either side seriously engage the problem of morally assessing tech- 

nologies with multiple, contradictory uses. A rail line carries trade goods that under- 

mine some occupations and foster others. It can end the economic and intellectual 

isolation of a hinterland and simultaneously integrate a colony with the international 

economy on unequal, dependent terms. Trains carry troops dispatched to crush a 

colonial rebellion and nationalists bent on mobilizing mass disaffection. Can con- 

drmnation or praise summarize the complex, often unintended impacts of new 
transport and communication technologies? 

Railways, telegraphs, wireless, and the like, writes lawaharlal Nehru in his 

autobiography, To~vnrr~Freedorn, 

w i e  ivcicome and necessary, and because the British happened to he the agents 
who brought them first, 1"-c should be grateful to them. But cven these heralds 
of indilstrialisrn came to us primariiy for the strengthening of British rule. 
They were thc vcins and arteries through which the nation's blood should have 
courscd, increasing its trade, carrying ils pradiice, and bringing new life and 
wealth to its miliioris. It is true that in the long run some such result was likeli: 
but they were designed to work for another purpose-to strengthen the imperial 
hold and to capture markets for British goods-which they succeeded in doing. I 

am all in favor of industridizatian and the latest methods of transport, hut 
sometimes, as 1 rushed across the Indian plains, the railway, that life-giver, has 
almost seemed to me like iron bands confining and imprisoning India." 

-Interpretation ofEuropeatls'stated intentionj 

In assessing the morality of an action one can focus on the intentions of the 
actor or oil the consequences of the act, whether intended or not. Critics and defend- 

ers of colonialism disagree on both counts, but their perspectives on intentionality 
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are instructive. Critics highlight situations in which European motives are crudely 

self-serving or opposed to the rights and interests of colonized peoples. The implica- 

tion is that colonialism cannot he good because the motives driving it are bad. 

Defendei-s highlight rulers' claims that they are trying to benefit their subjects, for 

example, by spreading a superior civilization, saving souls, stimulating economic 

growth, and bringing law and justice and order to societies lacking them. Colonial- 

ism cannot be all that bad, defenders imply, if many of the motives driving it are 

good-or are believed to be so by those whose behavior one is judging. 

The debate is joined over statements justifying colonial rule on grounds of 

altruistic intentions. A tj~pical formulation is by Sir John Malcolm, governor of 

Bombay in the early nineteenth century. Britain's aim in India, said Malcolm, is "to 
pour the enlightened knowledge of civilisation, the arts and sciences of Europe, over 

the land, and thereby improve the condition of the people."" Was this a typical 

example of hypocritical rhetoric, designed more to mislead than enlighten? Or  did 

the governor genuinely believe what he was saying? If Malcolm was sincere, was this 
goal uppermost in his mind or fir down on his list of reasons for Britain's presence? 

Supposing blalcolm was sincere and that the goal was primary, was it proper or 

improper to propose "pour/ing]" his country's ci\rilization over the civilization(s) of 

another land? Critics and defenders disagree on all these counts, especially the last. 
Critics see Malcolm's project as ethnocentric, brazenly arrogant, and ignorant, hence 

morally indefensible. Lkfenders see the project as praiseworthy to the extent that 

Malcolm was motivated by the desire to do good, whether or  not one shares his 

conception of the good. Defenders consider it inappropriate, if not unfair, retroac- 

tively to apply the enlightened standards of present-day times and places to the 
actions of a man in phase 2 Rengal. Defenders might add that policies consistent with 

Malcolm's goal were moral if they actually did "improve the condition of the people." 

HOW FAR APART ARE CRITICS A N D  DEFENDERS? 

The recurring tendenq- of critics and defenders to talk past each other rather than 
directly to challenge the other's assumptions and arguments suggests that their 

positions may not be as diametrically opposed as they imagine. Each side's emphasiz- 

ing of certain aspects of the colonial situation while ignoring others implies ail 

acknowledgment that its case is strongest on the issues stressed and rveakest on those 

ignored. Likewise, when each side selects a colnparative frame of reference that 

strengthens its position, it implicitly grants that alternative frames of reference might 
lead to other, unwelcoine conclusions. For obvious tactical reasons the two sides 

prefer notto employ the same assumptions and comparative frameworks. But if they 
had to do so their views might converge. 

Suppose both sides refrained from generalizing ahout colonialism as a single. 
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unvarying phenomenon and focused on circumstances under which European rule 
was least (or most) justifiable. Critics and defenders might agree that each of the 

following conditions, if it obtained in a territory, would strengthen the case against 
colonial rule there. By extension, the case against foreign rule would be strongest if 
all these conditions obtained: 

Prior to takeover there were no customs violating basic human rights. 

Prior to takeover people governed themselves at the local level. If a larger political 

mtity existed its elites were of the same race or culture as their subjects. 

Had Europeans not intervened politically, the territory would have had a good 
chance of modernizing under indigenous leaders. 

Policies of colonial rulers led to substantial loss of life among the indigenous popu- 

lation (massacres, planned starvation, deliberate introduction of fatal diseases, and 
so on). 

Colonial policies deprived indigenous peoples of land and other resources necessary 
to sustain familiar ways of life. 

Colonial rule was marked by high levels of forced labor, non-Europeans being com- 

pensated at rates well below those they would have received in a free labor market. 

Forced labor was legally reinforced by slavery. 
Virtually all gains from economic activity accrued to Europeans. 

Ion-European per capita income and other qualiry-of-life indicators fell over time. 

The value of assets transferred from the metropole and invested in the colony was 
dwarfed by the value of assets transferred to the metropole. 

Europeans did little to develop indigenous human resources over and above what- 

ever maximized their economic gain. 

Non-Europeans were systematically discriminated against in recruitment to high- 

paying positions in all sectors. 

Rulers were contemptuous of the race, cultural practices, and historical accomplish- 

ments of peoples they ruled, leading many among the colonized to internalize an 
inferiority complex. 

Rulers failed to introduce institutions permitting subjects to air grievances on a regular 

basis and in a peaceful manner. Opponents of official policies were harshly repressed. 

Critics and defenders urould probably agree that the case for colonialism 

would be strongest if these conditions were absent or the circumstances reversed. . 

Thus people diverging in their overall evaluation of colonialism nonetheless share a 

substantial set of values. 

EVALUATION BETWEEN THE EXTREMES 

r o t  all writers cluster around the far ends of the opinion spectrum. Many occupy 

positions between the extremes in portraying colonialism as having both costs and 
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Considering what we went through during 80 years of colonial rule, our 

wouiids are still too frcsh and too painful to bc erased from memory. \.Ve have 

known exhausting labor, extracted in exchange for wages too low to enable us to 
~. 

~-o:t>- satisfy our huiiger, or decently clothe and iiouse ourselves, or raise our children 
:,rlrs as lox~ed ones. 

\,\re have cxpeiicnced sarcastic remarks, insults, beatings morning, noon, 
.. .. 

s~n i ! -  and night, because we were niggers [negres]. Who can forget that a black person 

was addressed as "tu"-niost certainly not as one would speak to a fiiend-but 

because the honoriiic 'vous" was iesen~ed only for whitcs? . . . 

\Ve have h o i v n  that in the towns there were magniiicent hoines for the 

iihites and ramshackle huts for the hlacks, that blacks couldn't bc admitted to 

the cinemas, the restaurants, and the stores designated for Europeans.. . . 
Finally, ivho cair forget the gunshots that killed so inany of our brothers, 

the prison cells into which were hiiitally thrown those who refused to submit any 

more to a system of oppression and exploitation!"' 
snd  of the 

h regime that at one  p o i ~ ~ t  was perceived as a liberator froin slavery became at a later 

point, under other circumstarices, ail agent of enslavement. 

:ia!s a n d  the Karl Marx's writings o n  the  British in India illustrate a dillerent kind of cost- 

benefit analysis. For Marx it is not tirat some of coloiiialism's features are positive a n d  

others negative, but that the same features assume variable meanings depending o n  
Z ,  the 
.ed tile the time lrarne employed to  interpret them. 'The costs imposed by capitalisin and 

British rule were severe in the short term. But they were also a necessary condition 

for India's eventual escape from economic and social stagnation. Marx subjects the 

greedy and often cruel behavior of the British to  withering condemnation. But h e  

i ;z:tle does the same for traditional social structures the new rulers and industrial magnates 
. . 
.<.,an are undermining. I i e  writes in 18 j j  of India's villages, 

These small family-coi~~munities were based on domestic industry, in that pecu- 

.. . liar cornhination of tiand-rvraving, hand-spinning and hand-tilling agriculture 
which gave thern srlf-supportiiig poivei. lkglish interference having placed the 

. >, spinner in Lancashiir and the weaver in B e n ~ l ,  or sweeping away both ilindoo .. -. 
spiniier and weavci, dissolved thesc small semi-barbarian, semi-civilized com- 

munities, by blowing up their economic basis, and thus produced the greatest, 

and, to speak thc truth, the oiily sucini revoiutioii evcr hrard oiiii Asia. 

Now, sickening ;is it must he to human feeling to xuitiiess these myriads of 

~011s to a pa- industrious patriarchal and inoffensive social orgaiiizatiuns disorganized and 
dissolved into their units, thrmi-n into a sea o i ~ o c s ,  and their individual mem- 

bers losing at the same time thcii ancient form of civilization and their heiedi- 

vary means of subsistence, we rnust not forget that tliesr idyliic village cornmu- 
',;.mii- . nities, inoffensive though they ,nay appear, had always been the solid foundation 

oiOiirntal despotism, that they restrained tiic human iniild i\,ithiii the siiinllcst 
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possible compass, enslaving it beneath traditional rules, depriving it of all gran- 

deur and historical energies.. . .We must not forget that these little communities 
were contaminated by distinctions of caste and by slavery, that they subjugated 

man to external circumstances instead of elevating man to be the sovereign of 

circumstances, that they transformed a self-developing social state into never- 

changing natural destiny, and thus brought about a brutalizing worship of na- 

ture, exhibiting its degradation in the fact that man, the sovereign of nature, fell 

down on his knees in adoration ofHanuman, the monke): and Sabbala, the cow. 

When uninvited outsiders use morally flawed methods to destroy a morally 

flawed social structure, what judgment should be passed? Marx continues: 

England, it is true, in causing a social revolution in Hindostan, was actuated only 

by the vilest interests, and was stupid in her manner of enforcing them. But that 
is not the question. The question is, can mankind fulfill its destiny without a 

fundamental revolution in the social state of Asia? If not, whatever may have 

been the crimes of England she was the unconscious tool of history in bringing 

about the re~olution.'~ 

Marx advanced what might be termed the doctrine of regrettable yet progres- 

sive necessity. We hear echoes of this doctrine when Nehru writes decades later, "I 

feel sure that it was a good thing for India to come in contact with the scientific and 

industrial West. Science was the great gift of the West; India lacked this, and without 

it she was doomed to decay. The manner of our contacts was unfortunate and yet, 

perhaps, only a succession of violent shocks could shake us out of our torp~r ."~ '  

In Marx's view, "England has to fulfill a double mission in India: one destruc- 

tive, the other regenerating-the annihilation of old Asiatic society, and the laying of 

the material foundations of Western society in Asia." This latter mission did not 

preclude industrial development. On the contrary, 

when you have once introduced machinery into the locomotion of a country, 

which possesses iron and coals, you are unable to withhold it from its fabrica- 
tion. You cannot maintain a net of railways over an immense country without 

introducing all those industrial processes necessary to meet the immediate and 

current wants of railway locomotion, and out of which there must grow the 

application of machinery to those branches of industry not immediately con- 

nected with railways. The railway system ~uill therefore become, in India, truly 

the forerunner olmodern industryzS 

These views placed Marx sharply at odds with his putative disciple Lenin. The 

German revolutionary theorist insisted that capitalist colonialism plays a historically 

progressive role, at least in its initial impact on agrarian societies. The Russian 

revolutionary activist insisted that the impact of advanced capitalism was harmful in 
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all circumstances, and only harmful. Marx envisaged the dillusion of industrial 
--,. . . 
XI ...nit~es development to some backward areas under colonialism; 1.enin denied such a pos- 

sibility. As the Marxist ivriter Bill Th7arren points out, 1.enin's views prevailed in sub- 

sequent socialist and communist interpretations of capitalism even though Marx's 
f n  never- analysis and predictions were far closer to the mark.'" 

.2:3:e, fell A P E R S O N A L  PERSPECTIVE 
I. !he CO\V. It would be convenient to side with baiance-shee! moderates against proponents of 

either extreme position as a way to resolve-or evade-unending controversy. But 

Tiues: this move is too convenient. I find mysellreturning to arguments between colonial- 

ism's critics and defenders, in large part because persuasive arguments are advanced 

by both sides. How can this be? One possibility is that I hold mutually incompatible 
1 But that 

values and am unwilling to make painful choices among them. Another is that, as 
~,1:hour a 

argued earlier, the two sides are much closer than they imagine and that the zone of 
agreement between them is terrain I too wish to occupy. Whether explicitly or 

implicitly, critics and defenders agree that it is inorally preferable lor people to live 

rather than to die or be killed; to gain experience in collective self-government; to 
iie yet progres- enjoy a rising material standard of living; and to choose how to allocate their labor 
iriades later, "I rather than have it coercively extracted at helow-market rates. Both sides value 
!e scientific and enhanced opportunities for personal advancement, free of arbitrary discrimination 
is; and without rejecting individuals on grounds irrelevant to a job's responsibilities. Both sides value 
mnate and yet, the exchange of ideas, goods, and services across cultural and racial lines in an open, 

mutually beneficial manner. Critics amrm the right of individuals and groups not 
ra: one destruc- to be humiliated. Though defenders geilerally do not bring up this matter, their si- 
sd the laying of lence when it is raised irnplies tacit agreement that human dignit). has intrinsic 
iission did not 

These widely shared norms are appropriate ones to reframe as evaluation cri- 

I country, teria. One way to proceed is to say that in tililcs and places where colonial rule had, on 
". -. ..- ibriia- balance, a positive effect on training for self-government, material well-being, labor 

7 without allocation choices, individual upward mobility, cross-cultural comniilnication, and 
ediare and human dignity, compared to the situation that would likely have obtained absent 

European rule, then the case for colonialism is strong. Conversely, in times and places 
_.>, con- where the effects of foreign rule in these respects were, on balance, negative compared 

to a territory's likely alternative past, tllen colonialisn~ is morally indefensible. 

This way of framing the issue takes into account the enormous variability 
of colonial situations and pertnits ethical iudgments distinguishing one metropole 

from another, one time period lroril ai~othcr, and onc colonized society from an- 

-s. The Russian other. Using the self-govemmei~t criterion, for example, one can conclude that iil 

tias harmful in colonies of occupation Britain did n distinctly better job than other nietropoies 
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because representative institutions were available through some variant of the West- extent i 

minster parliamentary model. By the labor allocation criterion, regimes permitting not cor 

the lave  trade and enforcing domestic slavery were worse than regimes, from phase 3 

onward, that outlawed such practices. By the same criterion, colonies that routinely 

relied on forced labor were more oppressively governed than colonies that did not. 

By the material well-being standard, a colony in which indigenous claims to 

land were respected and non-European incomes rose was better governed than one 

in which land was alienated and non-European living standards fell. A colony with 

minimal prospects for modernization under indigenous leadership, whose indige- 

nous incomes were raised by investment of European capital and technology, was 
better administered than a colony in which the opposite conditions applied. 

By the human dignity standard, a regime practici~lg overt discrimination on 

the basis of race-which may be considered invariant for a given individual and is 

presumably irrelevant to job performance-was more immoral than one practicing 

discrimination on cultural grounds, at least in cases in which cultural assimilation 

was possible. Both regimes were worse than one practicing less discrimination on 
either racial or cultural grounds. A colony whose rulers suppressed human sacri- 

fice and widow burning was better governed than one in which such practices were 

l'here is, to be sure, plenty of room for dispute over the application of these 
criteria to particular situations. Even if critics and defenders agreed on what colonial 

rulers did in a certain time and place, they could still offer very dissimilar assess- 

ments of precolonial society. And they could invoke very different scenarios of what 
would have occurred had a society retained its autonomy. The grounds for conten- 

tion are legion. Nonetheless, progress will have been made if people with widely 

divergent worldviews are willing to share criteria for making lnoral judgments. 
Another approach is to assess how well colonial regimes, considered collec- 

tively, performed in each major issue area. The obvious problem here is overgeneral- 

ization: whatever is said might apply to an imagined "typical" situation but definitely 

not to all situations. This approach has the advantage, however, of permitting us to 

identify arenas in which European rulers frequently performed well and others in 

which their behavior was coi~sistently indefensible. \ f i a t  follows is my attempt to 
draw up a moral halance sheet, proceeding from most positive to most reprehensible 

aspects of the overall record. 

Colonial rulers performed best in the econonlic arena. The explore-control- 
utilize syndrome led them actively to manipulate the natural environment so as to 

enhance people's material well-being. By introducing capital, advanced technology, 

new flora and fauna, and profit-seeking individuals and institutions to overseas 

territories, Europeans took the lead in generating unprecedented wealth there. To the 
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extent that these factors of production would not have been exported had Europeans 

not controlled the public sector, colonial rule can he considered close to a necessary 

condition for sustained economic growth. To the extent that wealth generation 

depended upon utilizing hitherto untapped resources, Europeans increased the pro- 

ductive capacity of colonies without depriving non-Europeans of resources they 
iiould have enjoyed absent foreign rule. In nurnerous instances-especially territo- 

ries gaining independence in phase j-such indicators of non-European well-being 

as per capita income, access to a wide range of consumer goods, literacy, availability 

of health facilities, and life expectancy were substantially higher when colonial rule 

ended than when it began. 

The record was clearly worse when it came to distributing gains from growth. 
Because Europeans controlled the public as well as private profit sector and because 

the two sectors regularly collaborated for mutual benefit, Europeans could and did 

allocate themselves most of the benefits of development. In effect they unilaterally 
decided that factors of production they contributed should be generously compen- 

iated while the labor contributions of local people should be assigned low priority. A 

related distributional issue is geographical: a high proportioil of the profits from 

colonial natural and human resources rz'as sent to Europe and not consumed or 

productively reinvested in lands generating these profits. 

The record was mixed with respect to labor allocation choices and personal 
upward mobility Slavery and forced labor sclrerely constrained peoples' freedom to 

work for their ow11 benefit and deprived them of income they should have earned 

from their labors. Discriminatory policies limited upward mobility on grounds that 

were arbitrary and unrelated to personal qualifications or performance. On the other 

hand, economic development opened up nerv occupational options. Even when 

discrimination limited access to top positions in sectorai institutions, the existence of 
these i~~stitiitions created new opportunities for advancernent in lorr- and middle- 

level ranks. 
The colonial record was mixed but, on balance, poor with respect to cross- 

cultural communication. Diffusion of Enropeail languages permitted people from 
diverse backgrounds who otherwise would not have understood each other to share 

a lingua franca. Diffusion of  literacy and nuirleracy to societies lacking them permit- 

ted a wider expression olideas across harriers of time and space. All too frequently, 

however, cominunication was a oiie-way street: Europeans commanded, hut they did 

not listen. They insisted that colonial subjects assimilate to their culture while look- 

ing askance at assimilation in the opposite direction. When visible differences of race 

and culture were closely linked to substantial inequalities of power, wealth, and 
status, the colonized ran a terribly high risk if they dared speak candidly to their 

rulers. The situation for people on both sides ofthe dividing line is aptly summarized 
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by an African proverb: "I cannot hear what you are saying, because who you are is 

thundering in my ears." 
The overall record is uneven hut generally poor when it comes to training for 

self-government. This is not surprising, for administrators had an active interest not 

only in making key policy decisions hut also in retaining the power to make them. 

 metrop poles varied greatly in the training function. Britain did considerably better 

than Portugal and Belgium, which refused to acknowledge self-government as a 

legitimate goal and did virtually nothing to prepare subject populations for it. But 

even the British record is mixed. Where settlers were present indigenous prospects 

for autonomy were severely set back, permanently and fatally so in North America 

and Australasia. Britain's indirect rule policies often had the effect, intended or not, 

of making self-government at the colonywide level more problematic. 

On the positive side, colonial ~ u b l i c  sector i~lstitutions operated over a wider 
area and affected far more people than did most precolonial stateless societies. Local 

communities with poorly institutionalized governance mechanisms cannot hope to 

survive in a world of states. Colonialism extended the "self" in self-government far 
beyond the level of face-to-face interaction. It was the colonial state, moreover, that 

nationalist movements targeted for capture. Nationalists were able to use available 

civil and military bureaucracies to govern large areas once they replaced Europeans 

in top policy posts. In a sense, colonial sectoral institutions played a positive historic 

role by being vulnerable to capture and redirection by independence movements. 

Among the most reprehensible aspects of colonialism, in my judgment, were 
its deliberate, systematic, and sustained assaults on human dignity. The assertions 

of cultural and racial superiority accompanying European rule had devastating 

effects on the self-respect of many peoples. In myriad, unsubtle ways rulers violated 

the right of their subjects not to he individuaily and collectivel~ demeaned. The 

point was well put in a memorandum from one English official to another in early 
nineteenth-century India: "Foreign conquerors have treated the natives with vio- 

lence, and often with great cruelty, hut none has treated them with so much scorn as 

we; none has stigmatised the whole people as unworthy of trust, as incapable of 

honesty, and as fit to he employed only where we cannot do without them."'O The 

harmful effects of such attitudes were further magnified when colonized peoples 

learued the lesson too well and came to accept the charge that they were indeed 

inferior. This psychological complex hampered their will and limited their capacity 
to live full, satisfying lives. 

The imperial project consumed the lives of millions of human beings and 

blighted the lives of millions more. Its worst aspects-the transatlantic slave trade, 
plantation slavery, forced labor, sexual exploitation-should not he forgotten or 

excused. The forests of the Ama7on and Congo basins were killing fields, as were 
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r i:.ho you are is the Banda islands and Tasmania and lands inhabited by Araucanians, Pequots, and 

Hereros. A recurring corollary of land acquisition by settlers was that indigenous 

5s ro training for peoples deprived of access to land lost inherited ways of life and patterns of thought 

Give interest not and belief as well. Alienated lands should be thought of as dying fields. Things fell 

:r to inake them. apart for non-Europeans-many things-under the triple assault. But colonialism 

esiderably better \\.as not just the sum total of its worst-case scenarios. New crops, medicines, and 

50:-i-mment as a occupations extended the life spans and enhanced the welfare of millions of subject 

~iioils  for it. But peoples. New ideas and beliefs were not only comforting and enlightening but also 

;eilnus prospects 

1 Zorth America These personal assessments may or may not resonate with other people. By its 

irtended or not, very nature European colonialism ensures continuing controversy not only over its 

li, causes, characteristics, and consequences but also over its morality. The challenge in 

~zsd over a wider today's postcolonial era is to frame the debate so that arguments are more informed 

s societies. Local and directly engaged, assumptions and normative standards more explicit, than they 

i :annot hope to were in the past when west European powers confidently strode the world. 
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APPENDIX 
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS 

OF THE OVERSEAS EMPIRES 

Listed here are the 188 states belonging tn the United Nations on  January I, 2000. Of these, 125 

are countries outside of Europe that wereonce colonies ofone o r  more European metropoles. 

Bold andlight lines mark the duration ofimperial rule in these countries. Also listed is Tuvalu, 

an island chain that gained independence from Great Britain in 1978 but did not join the 

ini ted Nations until 2000. 

Each vertical bar represents two decades, beginning with 1460-79. A country has a line 

for a twenty-year period if a portion of its currently defined territory-beyond small coastal 

enclaves-was govcrned by a metropole duiingpart or all ufthat period. The test ofgovernance 

is rvhether of6cials appointed by metropolitan authorities (a government or a government- 

approved charter company) collected taxes o r  imposed some degree of order through recog- 

nizable bureaucratic structures and were formally authorized to control a territory's foreign 

relations as well as to regulate aspects of its domestic affain. For more on the definitions of 

colony and metropole, see chapter 2. 

Deciding when colonial rule hegins is problematic, especially in the Old World during 

phase i .  Contestable judgment calls are unavoidable whatever one's criteria. One reason I use 

twenty-year segments rather than assigning specific starting dates is to avoid conveying an 

inappropriately concise impression of the takeover process. Even this arrangement risks mak- 

ing a process that was oiien gradual and subtleappear more precipitate-and more obvious to  

the parties involved-than it actually was. 

For small islands 1 take the year of European arrival i i  this is marked by territo- 

rial claims andlor the start of conlinuous settler presence. Where the initial European pres- 

ence on a larger island or continental mainland involved control of a coastal port, I focus 

on the period when Europeans cxcrcised governmental powers outside the original enclave 

rather than on the date a port city was founded or laken over. Thus I date colonial rule in 

India from the 17jos, when the English East India Company began collecting taves in Ben- 

gal, nor from the early ijoos, when Portugal carved out trading enclaves on the Malabar 

coast. 'ihe colonial era in the East Indiss is dated irom the 1680s (Dutch control over the 

Javanese sultanates of lvIataram and Bantam), not from the founding in 1619 of the company's 
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administrative center, Batavia, or from early sixteenth-century Portuguese spice-trading Count 

Thesc criteria generally understate the duration of European informal influence over- These roilntr 

seas, since even a tiny enclave could have substantial influence on its hinterland. Examples 

were the slave-trading "factories" along TVest Africa's coast from the sixteenth through nine- turned oier 

teenth centuries. On the other hand, the criteria overestimate the duration of formal colanial Guinea (ind 

rule in many territories because inhabitants of hinterland areas may have evaded Euro- several Paci5 

peaii control for many decades after people in more accessible regions had became colonial 

A country's final hold segment marks the transition from colonial status to inde- 

pendence. Independence could be dated from the year a territory's leaders declared it, the 

mstiopole acknowledged it, or the first sovereign state officially recognized it. In thc vast -~ ~ ~ 

maioriry of phase j cases these thice criteria produce identical results. 'Where results diverge I 
pick the self-selected date, if only because this is what a country's citizens celebrate. The 

independence date for theunited States is listed as 1776, and that for Haiti as 1804, even though 

Britain and France did not formally adinowledge the change in status until 1783 and 1825, 

A United Nations member state that was part o i a  larger unit when that unit became 

independent is assigned the laher's independence date. Thus, Central American couiitries 

which in the colonial era wers components of New Spain are deemed independent when .bdori;  

Mexico broke from Spain, not sevcid years later when they broke frorn hlexico. Bansladesh is -inpola 

assigned the date for Pakistan, Singapore the date far Malaysia. \ntiguz an? 

Tanzania consists of two territories-Tangan* and Zanzibar-that united after gain- .\rgentim 

Ameniz ing independence separately 

A country has a light line for the period when it was a quasi colony This category covers .ustraiia 

a wide range of relationships with one metropole, Great Britain. I classify Canada, Australia, 

Ncw Zealand, and South 4tiica as shifting from colonid to quasi-colonid status lirhcn domes- 

tic control of internal affairs in these settler-led territories was ioimaily recognized by Domin- 

ion status: 1867 for Canada, ,901 for Australia, 1907 for Keiv Zealand, ,910 lor South Africa. 

These states'de facto independence is set at ,931, when thc Statute ofWestminster relinquished 

London's control over foreign affairs. Cyprus and Egypt are considered quasi colonies during 

the decades when they were technically under Ottoman suzereignt) whiic their foreign rela- 

tions were determined by agents of the British Crown. Their ambiguous status ended with 

formal annexation by Britain at the start of World War I. 

Three states-Kuwait, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates-were not formally incor.. 

porated into ovcrseas cmpires and are not counted among the United Nations' 125 er-colonies. 

Hut they are classified as quasi colonies because their rulers negotiated treaties retaining 

control over domestic affairs while c e d i n ~  jurisdiction over foreign affairs to Great Britain. 

This status lasted while these treaties were in force. Afghanistan, Bhutan, and Oman might be 

listed as quasi colonies, on these same grounds, for short periods in late phase j and phase 4. 

But I do not do so because Britain's control over their Coreign relations appears to haw been 

more tenuous than with the Arab sheikhdoms. 
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D I M E N S I O N S  O F  T H E  O V E R S E A S  E M P I R E S  

Countries attaining independence from a non-European state following a period of 

European i d c  have a bold line only for the years when governed by a European mctropoie. 

These countries are Cuba (Spain to 1898; United States), Philippines to 1898 (United States), 

Erilrea (Italy to World War 11, British trusteeship to 1952; Ethiopia), and German possessions 

turned aver ro 1,eaguc of Nations mandatory powers following World War I: Papua Scw 

Guinea (including former German Sew Guinea; Australia), Namibia (South Africa!, and 

several Pacific island chains: Marshall lslands (Japan; U.S. after \%rid War II), Micronesia 

I Japan; U.S. after World \Var 111, Nauru (Australia, rvith United Kingdom and Sew zealand), 

Palau (Japan; U.S. after \Vorld \bTar Il), and Samoa (Sew Zealand). Ethiopia excepted, all non- 

European powers that wcie terminal colonial rulers were themselves once Europeaii colonies. 
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10. Greene, "The Seven Years' %\Tar and the American Revolution:' Journal oflrnperial and Com- 4. These issues are 

monwealth History, mi. and the Two Ptil 

ii .  See postwar identity changes as reported in Mcrritt, Symbols of American Communiti: iiij- 5. Akintoye, Emei 

17/5, 74,76,~15. phasized i n k  

12. See the title of his British Politici and the Stamp Acl Crisis: Tile Firit Phase of the Ameri- 6. See my "Bureau 
cart Revolution, i763-?,76,7. Thomas empliasizes "the almost univcisal consensus of opinion ed., Africa? Dm 

in Britain on the question of Parliamentary supremacy over America" (364) duriiig these 

years. Thus, despite repeal of the Stamp Act, "the lesson of the Stamp Act crisis was that between 1960 a 
there would be very few 'friends of America' in Britain in any future clash with the colo- 

13. Tucker and Hendrickson, Fall of the First British Eiiipire: Origins of the Arnerican i+kr o f  

Independence, 3. 7. Data caiculaied 

14. Quoted in Humphreys and Lynch, eds., Origi,ii o f  the Latin Anzerican Revolutions, 1808-1826, 8. Calculated fro: 

I j. Brown, Gandlii's Rise to Powel- Indian Polirlcs ig>j-1922, ijg. g. Information c: 

five Handbook. 
17. Quoted in ibid., 164. Word underlined by Gandhi. lo. About j midio 
18. Marsot, A Short History ofiModern Egypt, So. 

19. David Strang, "From Dependency to Sovereignty: .An Event Iiistory Analysis of Decoloniza- scientists, and 
tion, 1870-1987," American Sociological Review, 858. guagei, 88-io~ 

1980-@j. 168. 

Chapter 16. Legacies :I. Zartman, Ti? 
I. C\'idc-ranging discussions of the West's globd impact ii~clude i b p h e c ,  7 l e  1.ITorld and the 

\Vesl; Daruson, TheMovement of i.VorldRevolutio,svon Iaue, The I170rldRei~olurion of \'liestern- 12. Xkrumah, Gh. 

ization; and works on modernization by thc social scientists C. E. Black, Karl Deutsch, S. N. 
Eisenstadt, Alex Inkles, Daniel Lerner, Lucian Pye, and Danhvart Rustow. In the humanities, :a. Stephen Jay G 

scholars in the rapidly growing field of postcolonial studies, while suspicious of social scien- 

tific approaches, share with modernization theorists an extremely broad conception of the ;j. For internatii 

West and its impacts. See, for example, Young, 12'izite rMylho1ogiei: \,$'rifing Histor], and the 

l.tTest, and Prakash, ed., After Coloniiiliim: lrnperiai Histories arid Po'uslcoloninl Displaceftrerrts. 

One reasan it is difficult to know what to make of claims by postcolonial theorists is that 

colonialism is a vast, catchall category with virtually no conceptud boundaries because it is 

not clearly defined. Understanding cannot advance if writers fail to specify what their key 

terms mean. ?:S. From the inth 
2. Tctlock and Belkin, eds., Counterfactual Thought Experirnenri irz iVoild Politics, 5 4 .  :j. Bender, .inso! 
3.  Stateless peoples llke Palestinians and Kurds lack a polity they control. But their problem is not 1.:. Ageion, .\lo& 

that they are not subject to state authoriv. On the contrary, they have been incorporated into undesiiablcs 
states-Israel, Iraq, Iran, Turkey-whose gmrnments  oppress them. Marginalized peoples Algeria in 189 
commonly respond to oppression by demanding statehood for themselves. If their demands ::. ,'.The expedi:: 
were granted the world ivould become even more politically homogenous. DS a goreinx 
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4. These issues are insightfully analyzed by the Nigerian sociologist Peter Ekeh in "Colonialism 

and the Two Publics: A Theoretical Statement," Comparative Studies in Society and History. 

j. Akintaye, Emergent Afiican Stater, 9-10, The authoritarian dimension of colonialism is em- 

phasized in Young, The Afiican Colonial State in Comparative Perspective. 

6. See my "Bureaucratic Growth and Economic Stagnation in Sub-Saharan Africa:' in Commins, 

ed., Africa's Development Challenges and the World Bank, 179-214. I estimate (189) that em- 

ployment in regular-line agencies of central and local government grew from 1.9 to 6.5 million 

between 1960 and 1980. If one adds nonfinancial parastatal organizations, public sector em- 

ployment rose from roughly 3.8 to lo million during this period. By 1980 the public sector, 

including parastatals, probably accounted for half the people formally employed outside 

agriculture. 

7. Data calculated from Gunnemark, Countries, Peoples, and Their Languages. 

8. Calculated from ibid. Russia is the only noncolonized country in which more than one 

hundred languages are spoken. 

9. Information a n  Sudan, Mauretania, and Togo from Morrison et al., Black Africa: A Compara- 

tive Handbook, 631, 560, 660-61. 

lo. About j million Indians in a population of more than 850 million are said to know English 

well. This tiny pool presumably supplies the huik of the central government's bureaucrats, 

scientists, and diplomats. (Estimates from Gunnemadi, Countries, Peoples, and their Lan- 

guages, 88-90,) As of 1985 only a quarter of those school-age and older in Africa's officially 

hancophone countries was literate in French. Manning, Francophone Sub-Saharan Africa 

1880-1988,168. 

11. Zartman, The Politics of Trade Negotiationi Between Africa and the European Economic Com- 

munity; Davenport et al., Europe's Preferred Partners? The Lome Countries in World Trade. 

iz. Nkrumah, Gharm: The Autobiography ofKwameNkrumah, x. 

13. Nandy, The Intimate Enemy: Loss and Recovery ofSeifunder Colonialism. 

14. Stephen lay Gould, lecture at the College of Wooster in 1987, quoted in Tom Wicker, "The 

Greatest Tragedy:" New York Times, Jan. 21, 1988. 

~ j .  For international extractive capability, see Almond and Powell, Comparative Politics: A De- 

velopmental Approach, 195-zoj. 

16. McAlister, Spain and Portugal in the New World, iqyr-iioo,zy2. 

17. For the large numhcr of pasts at the gubernatorial lev& we Henige, Colonial Governors from 

the Fi@enth Century to the Present. This study provides data on almost four hundred Euro- 

pean possessions. 

18. From the introduction to T i y ,  ed., Formation ofNationa1 States in Western Europe, 42. 

i y .  Bender, Angola Under the Portuguese, 60. 

lo. Agcion, Modern Algeria, 30. See Porch, The Conquest ofMorocco, 67, for recruitment of social 

undesirables in France's Afiicau Light Infantry, which played a key role in the invasion of 

Algeria in 1830 and subsequent pacification campaigns. 

21. "The expedition.. .was a make-shift expedient for internal political consumption, carriedout 

by a government in difficulty seeking the prestige o f a  military victory. . . .As the minister of 
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war had written as long before as ,827, 'it would be a useful distraction h-om political troubles America and 15 

at home' and mould dlow the government 'to go to the country at the next election with the defenders, see R 
keys ofAlgiers in its hand."' Agemn, Moifei-rr rllgeri(i, j. Poireri):" in Eq; 

22. Of these, Bismarck was the least favorably disposed to overseas expansion. But there is evi- Perham, The ic 
dence that he thought an assertion of German claims in .Africa would help him in the Experience; Can 

Keichstag elections of ,884. Stoeckei, ed., German Imperialism in Africa, 33. Dorninei Pour .\ 

23. The Duchy of Kurland (in present-day Latvia) and the Electorate of Brandenburg (after 1701 &tandare hi Tv; 
the Kingdom of Prussia). Henige, Colonial Gosernori, appendix, 361. Iienetian sailors made nincteenth- an< 

trade contact with islands off the North African Atlantic coast early in phase 1. Venice and other times 2nd 
Genoa, of course, controlled extensive nehuorks of trading enclaves in the Mediterranean and in the coloniei. ., 
the Black Sea. adage goes, %chc 

24. Sarraut, Ln Mise en Vnleur dei Colo~ties f ionpiws, 37-38 (translation supplied). r. These author.- j: 
25. For the influence of \\rest Indian sugar planters and merchants on Britain's Parliament in the 3; M a x ,  "The : 

eighteenth century, see ~\'illiiliiams, Capiialism and Slavery, 92-93. Persell describes the political l f a r x  on Ccliw 
influence of French business interests in TireFrench Colonial Lobby, 1889-1938. \\grren, Inipc,~:.. 

26. Advocates of the high-gain position indudc \brdlerstein, in The Modern illorid-System 11; philasopher 9:~ 

Frank, in World Accun~ulatio~~, 1492-1789; and \Nilliams, in Capitnliim and Slavery Advocates 5.  Some, A Sat,tzx: 
of the low- or minimdgain position include Kosenberg and Hirdxil, in How the !Vest G r e ~ ,  ;. Rodney, Hoi? ~5: 
Rich, esp. 16-20; Norti, and Thomas, in Riseofthe Mktern 1"iorld;and Hairoch, Eco~~omicsnnd 5 .  Ckaiie, i?_;r* 

14ror!d History, part 2. cires 140: the Cr 
27. Williams, Cnpitalir,i~ and Slavery, 102; see chap. j, "British Industry and the Triangular Trade." British cane  in 

28. Cameron, A Concise Economic IIiitol-y o f the  ivorld, 360; Landes, 'The Unbound Prometheus, irstitutioni. :s 

:. 3odae?, Em f: 
29. Said, Orientalism and Cultirre and Imperialism. See also Mudimbe, The Idea ofApica; lilitchell, 

Colortising Egjpt; and Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Trai,el Tliritirtg and Tranicultrcration. Discussing 5. Cited in Lsr\<s, 

Victorian England in Imperial Leatiler: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Context, ezrlier, :e 
McClintock argues that the perceived emticism of the colonid Othei- enabled some Europeaiis ?rc?ih, ''*-he i 
to indulge in a highly racialized and sexualized fantasy life. 3. i9 zevera! 5ix1zx 

30. For a critique of Wrestern inteliectuals' unwillingness to apply to non-Europeans behavioral 

standards routinely applied to their own societies, see I? T. Hauer, "\Vestern Guilt and Third riiteni and ;5e 
World Povert$' in Rauer, i?qualir): the Third LVorId, nndEconnri~irDrlusion, 66-85. i,wdi 

31. This point applies with particular force to territories in Africa and islands in the Caribbean 

and Oceania that became independent in phase j. See Jackson, Quasi-States, and lackson and 

Rosberg, "Why Africa's \\Teak States Persist: The Empirical and the Juridical in Statehood:' 

World Politics. 

32. Sjahrir, Out ofExile, 144-qj. 

Chapter 17. The Moral Evaluation of Colonialism 

1. Llbrks by critics include Alavi and Shanin, eds., Introduction to thc Sociology of"I)evelopi~~g 

Societies"; CCsaire, Discourze on Co10,iinliim; Fanon, The M'reicl~ed of theiiirth and Black Skin, 

1,Vhile Maiks; Rodney, i iow Europe Underdeveloped Afiica; Nkrumah, Ghana and 1 Speak of 

Freedom: A Statentent ofilfricnn Ideolo~y; Prank, Capitalism arid Underdevelopment in Latin 
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.-imerica and I~Voorld Accumulation, 1492-1789; and Murdoch, The Poverty of Nations. For 

def~ndeis, see Bauer ("The Economics of Resentment" and "Western Guilt and Third World 

Poverty," in Equality, the Third World, and Economic Delusion; Burns, In Defence ofColonies; 

Perham, Tlie Colonial Reckoning: The End of Imperial Rule in Afiica in the Light of British 

Experience; Gann and Duignan, Burden ofEmpire; Kat Angelino, Colonial Poliry; Ryckmans, 

Dorrrirrei Pour Servir; Sarraut, La hlirc en Iialeur der Coloniei Franqais; and Lugard, The Diral 

.Mandate in Tropical Afririca. Though many of these works focus on the colonial experience in 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century Africa, the basic arguments can he readily extended to 

other times and places. Not surprisingly, many ofthe critics are non-Europeans who grew up 

in the colonies, while most ofthe defenders are Europeans who grew up in metropoles. As the 

adage goes, where one stands is strongly influenced by where one sits. 

1. These authors include Nehru, Toward Freedons chap. qi; Kaunda, A Humanist in Africa, chap. 

j; Marx, "The Future Results of British Rule in India," and other selections in Avineri, ed., Karl 

jMarx on  Colonialism and Modernization; Isichei, The Ibo Peoples and the Europeans; and 

'i\'arren, iniperialism: Pioneer of Capitalism. For a carefully reasoned discussion by an eminent 

phiiosophcr, see Plamenaiz, On Alien Rule and Self-Government. 

3. IIorne, A Savage lVar ofpeace, 27. 

1. Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Afiica, 22. 

j .  CCsaire, Discourse, 23. See also Rodne): How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, chap. z. Rodney 

cites (40) the Gold Coast n a t i o n k t  I. E. Casely-llayford, who wrote in 1922, "Before even the 

British came into relations with our people, we were a developed people, having our own 

institutions, having our own ideas of government?' 

6 .  Rodney, How Europe L'nderdeveloped Africa, j7-85; quotation on 81. 

;. Lugard, The Dual Mandate, 617. 

8. Cited in Lewis, ed., Tlie British in I ~ ~ d i o :  imperialism or Trusteeship? 8. See the French poem 

cited earlier, contrasting cruel Dahomean rulers who sold their subjects into slavery with the 

French, "who delivered us and made us into men:' 

9. In several situations European rulers took advantage of and further refined exploitative labor 

recruitment practices dating from precolonial times. Examples are the Inca Empire's mita 

system and the compulsory labor policies of Vietnamese emperors. In such situations, de- 

fenders would insist that if Europeans are to be judged harshly the same judgment should 

apply to their predecessors as well. Defenders would not deny that Europeans violated the 

moral norm of nonexploitatian. But they would argue that this did not, in and of itself, make 

colonial rule any worse for the subject population than the practices of noncolonial regimes. 

io. Marr, "The Future Results of the British Rule in India," in Avineri, ed., Karl Marxon Colonial- 

i s m  132. The issue is not whether Marx's historical assessment was correct but whether, if one 

believed that it was, one would be less inclined to criticize any specific foreign elite in India, the 

British included, on grounds that it isas foreign. 

11. Smith, An inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, 535. It should be noted, 

however, that Smith attributes these beilrtits to the initiatives ofsettlers, not to the policies of 

colonial regimes. Indeed, his chapter "On Colonies" is an attack on thc mercantilist policies 

and practices of the leading metropoles. Smith thus occupies an ambivalent if not contradic- 
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tory position: he welcomes the economic activities of European private profit actors overseas 

yet criticizes public sector rule that was often a precondition for these vey  activities. 

12. Though Gandhi and CCsaire (in the latter's early poems) question the high priority westerners 

$ace on material possessions and technological progress. The argument is that material- 

ism undermines other desirable values such as social solidarity, happiness, and spirituai 

13. Cesaire, Discourse, 24. 

14. Gann and Duignan, Burden ofEmnpire, 365-67. 

15. Alatas, The ,Myth of the Lazy Native, 216, Sec similar statements about late nineteenth-century 

African rulers and Western-educated intellectuals in Boahen, African Perspectives on Colonial- 

16. Masefield, A History of the Colonial Agricultural Service, 102. 
17. See, for example, Rauei on the growth of production, trade, and school enrollment in the Gold Ahernethy, Da.,<;i i 

Coast from the 1890s to the mid-lgjos. Bauer, "'The Economics of Resentment," loicrnal of Stanford Uahr: 
Contempormy History, 53-54. Abu-Lughod, k-r  

18. Ctsaire, Discourse, 2 ~ 2 2 .  York: Oxfor2 L 
19. Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped i\rrica, 182. Cesaire, Discourse, 21-22, speaks of "thou- Abun-Sasi, J-rnil ! 

sands of men sacrificed in the construction of this railroad line. UniveniQ- Prcs: 
20. Gann and Duignan, Burden of Empire, 241. Achebe, Chinua. :! 
21. Nehru, Toward h e d o m ,  277. -. Things in;; .:, 
22. Cited in Moon, TheBritish Conquest and Dominion ofIndia, 428. hdas, hlichael. 1%: 
23. Kaunda, A Humanist i n  Africa, 50. Frontier, I* - - ;  

24. Lurnumba, Congo, My  Country, 1 2 , ~ .  -. Machi,ia z 
25. Presence Africaine, La Pernee Politique de Patrice Lumumba, 198, 199 (translation supplied). nance. Ithzc;: C 

King Baudoin described the Congo's independence as "the crowning achievement of the -. P~op12eti c,! 
mission conceived by the genius of King Leopoid 11, undertaken by him with a tenacious Order. Chip" : 
courage.. . not as a conqueror, hut as a ci\~ilizer."Quated in Young, Politics in the Congo, 50-9. -, ed. lilnnii; 

26. Mam, "The British Rule in India:' (New Yoik Daily Tribune, June 25,18j3), in Avineri, ed., Karl Universin- Pie> 
Marx on Colonialism, 93-94. hfigbo, A. E. Tli ' 

27. Nehru, Toward Freedom, 278. Humaiiitiei P-; 
28. Marx, "The Future Results of British Rule in India," in Avineri, Karl Marx on Colonialism, 132- Ageran, Charles-; 

blichae! Biei;. 
29. Warren, imperialism: Pioneer ofCapitalism, esp. chaps. 1-5. i i ay i ,  J. F A .  0-: 
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